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Assembly: 31 May 2010
100th Anniversary of South Africa and PBHS

100th Anniversary of the School
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10On this day, one hundred years ago, a country called 
the Union of South Africa came into being. It was the 
fi rst time that a territory known as South Africa existed 
and it was formed by uniting four colonies: The Cape, 
Natal, Orange Free State and The Transvaal. Over the 
next hundred years much would change. South Africa 
became the Republic of South Africa in 1961 as it cut its 
remaining constitutional ties to Britain. Ten so-called 
homeland states were carved out of the country, but 
later re-incorporated into South Africa. In 1994 with 
the democratic elections, all South Africans fi nally 
had a say in the running of the country. At the same 
time the number of provinces changed from four to 
nine. But throughout that time the outer frontiers or 
boundaries of South Africa have never changed and 
this is what defi nes a country in a geographic and 
political sense. The only tiny change to the land that 

made up South Africa was that Walvis Bay and a few 
square kilometres of desert were given to Namibia in 
the 1990's.

So, if you accept this interpretation of the origins 
of our country, you could say that South Africa is a 
century old today.

The date, 31st May, was chosen in 1910 because 
eight years earlier on 31st May 1902, the Anglo-Boer 
war ended and peace returned to Southern Africa. 
The date was used again in 1961 when SA became 
a republic but has now sadly been allowed to 
disappear off the calendar of national holidays.

But there is another centenary that we ought 
to remind ourselves of today and that is of 
Pretoria Boys High. Of 
course our school can 
trace its origins back to 

1901, but it was only in 1910 that the school became 
known as Pretoria Boys High School. It came into 
being by combining the Pretoria College (which had 
just moved into these buildings) with the Eendracht 
School. It was not a coincidence that this happened in 
1910: the creation of Pretoria Boys High at the same 
time as the Union of South Africa was a deliberate 
effort to unite English and Afrikaans speakers who 
a few years before had been at war.

I'd like to think that after 1994, Boys High 
continued to help unify South Africa and that we 
have succeeded admirably, today all that matters is 
that you are Boys High boys who belong to one of ten 
houses and that there are no other sub-divisions.

South Africa and Boys High, being, arguably, the 
same age, have grown together and we remain a 
proudly South African school.

Compared to most others in the world, we are 
a young country and nation. But already in our 
fi rst one hundred years we have been through two 
world wars; an ideology that sought to divide the 
population into thirteen different groups and a 
period in the 1980's and 90's where we were probably 
in a state of civil war: South Africans fi ghting South 
Africans. Out of that turmoil emerged the New South 
Africa, what some called the real South Africa. As a 
guest speaker on this stage said last year: we have 
probably made all our big mistakes.

If we look to the future, what do we as a country 
have going for us? On the continent of Africa we have 
the richest mineral deposits; one of the best agricultural 
sectors; the fi nest transport infrastructure; the greatest 
amount of industry; the most sophisticated banking 
sector and of course the human resources of our people.

Of 
an
o 

A group photo in 1910 all the pupils who made up Pretoria Boys High School ,created through the amalgamation of the Pretoria College and the 
Eendracht School.
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But facing us are the enormous challenges of crime 
(and especially violent crime), huge inequalities in 
wealth; access to basic services; an education system 
still struggling to meet standards; corruption in 
government and the civil service; HIV/AIDS to name 
a few. If we use our assets properly and are realistic 
about meeting the challenges, we have every chance 
of becoming a truly great nation. It is going to take 
faith, integrity and hard work.

Whether we succeed as a nation in the future 

is going to depend in part on you as citizens and 
on the role this school will play in forming its 
citizens. It will depend on whether you choose to 
stay in South Africa and if you do, it will depend 
on whether you are self-serving or have a sense 
of community. These are some of choices that 
will shape the next 100 years. I hope that you will 
choose wisely.

J.W. Illsley

100th Anniversary of the School
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The newly -completed buildings of the Pretoria College in 1909. The school was from 1901 until 1909 housed in the Staats Model School in 
central Pretoria.

An oil painting of the Eendracht school in central Pretoria: the amalgamation of the senior forms of this school with the Pretoria College created 
PBHS in 1910.
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1.  Acting Headmaster, John Illsley, 
on the last school day of his 
term of offi ce, asks head prefect 
Matthew Currie to do the draw 
for the winning ticket for the 
Parents Association raffl e for an 
embroidered item of World Cup 
memorabilia (seen on the right of 
the photograph).

2.  Most boys supported Bafana Bafana 
and were proud to show their loyalty.

3.  On the last day of term II, just before the fi rst World Cup matches 
were played, the school celebrated the hosting of this event by South 
Africa. This took the form of a "civvies day" with a difference: 
boys had to wear soccer-related garments and all money raised was 
donated to underprivileged schools in the form of soccer balls.

4.  A past pupil of the school, Duncan Stewart, donated this work of 
sculpture that he produced in the World Cup year and entitled, 
"The Whistle". Form III pupils lend scale to the stainless steel item 
which has been placed on a base near the Battisphere.

5.  A stunning image, captured by Kyle Gaunt of the PBHS 
Photographic Society, at one of the World Cup matches at Ellis 
Park. It is entitled "Volume" for obvious reasons!

6. The end of term assembly was probably the most colourful ever!
7.  The guest speaker for the school's Founders Day was Mark Gleeson. 

An old boy of PBHS, Mark was one of the accredited journalists 
covering the event. He is a recognised expert on African soccer.

The World Cup at Boys High
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Ted Jones
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Unveiling of Schroder Portrait

Mr Ted Jones who taught at Boys High from 1947 to 
1982 has had a classroom named in his honour (the 

classroom of the current HOD of Maths). During the 
course of 2010 we were honoured to have Mr Jones pay 
us a visit and to see the mathematics centre that now 

bears his name. During his time at the school Mr Jones 
was also the senior housemaster of Solomon House and 

a deputy headmaster.

Mr Jones in conversation with the present Head of Mathematics, Mrs Joanna 
Holliday, about matters suitably mathematical! Mr Jones has maintained a lifelong 

interest in the subject and in PBHS.

Members of the Schroder family and the new portrait. From left to 
right: Bradley Schroder; Bill and Cherry Schroder; Tracey Housdon 

and Mike Housdon.

Mr Bill Schroder and the portrait artist, Maartjïe Carter Zaayman and 
the fruit of her labours, based on a studio photo by Henry Brink.

Since the 1970s it has been a tradition of PBHS to 
commission oil paintings of the retiring headmasters. 
These hang in the headmaster’s study and are a visual 
record of all Boys High headmasters since Mr William 
Hofmeyr. The fi rst four portraits were undertaken by 
Irmin Henkel and Mr Armstrong’s portrait was by 
Louis van Heerden.One of South Africa’s top portrait 

artists, Maartjïe Carter Zaayman was commissioned 
to produce a likeness of Mr Bill Schroder, who retired 
in 2009. An unveiling ceremony was held in the fourth 
term attended by the artist, Mr and Mrs Schroder, 
members of the Schroder family, Mr and Mrs Reeler, 
the past Chairman of the governing body and senior 
staff members.
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60 Year on Reunion

1.  In the second term of 2010, the school hosted its most 
senior group of old boys returning to their alma mater. 
Some leeway is allowed on this reunion and members 
of matric groups from around 60 years back were 
welcomed back. The group of old boys and their wives 
are shown in the front of the school after the Friday 
assembly.

2.  Members of the 60 Year On reunion group enjoy 
a visit to the school museum before tea and Friday 
assembly.

3.  Dr Ivor Rodseth cleared up a mystery for the school 
museum: he is the boy depicted in the Battiss drawing 
of a boy in the 1940s sitting in the art room during an 
art lesson. (bottom right in the cabinet behind).

4.  Mr Joss Hamilton presents the acting headmaster, 
John Illsley, a painting by Walter Battiss, which has 
been placed on long term loan to the school.

5.  Mr Murray Hofmeyr was one of those attending the 60 
Year On reunion. Mr Hofmeyr’s father, Mr William 
Hofmeyr was the fi rst headmaster of the school when it 
was established under its present name in 1910.

1
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3 4 5
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School Quiz
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1.  The fl oor participants in the Varsity 
College General Knowledge Quiz  

2.  Second place team. L–R: Yuan-Chih 
Yen, Keith Kichenbrand, Sakhe Mkosi, 
Alex Johannes

3.  Kris Jooste, Melville Jacobs, Steven 
Schnetler, Sibusiso Masters

4.  Varsity College General Knowledge 
Quiz. The winning team out of 35 
teams. L–R: Kris Jooste, Melville 
Jacobs, Steven Schnetler, Sibusiso 
Masters, Mark Smith

5.  Second placed team. L–R: Yuan-Chih 
Yen, Sakhe Mkosi, Keith Kichenbrand, 
Alex Johannes 

1

2 3

4 5
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Boys Highlights
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Highlights were dominated by the eager anticipation 
of Mr Reeler’s arrival, and then the excitement of 
meeting him and getting to know him.

Number 14 was nicknamed “The Interregnum 
Edition”, while Number 15 bore the sobriquet “The 
Changing of the Guard”.

For his meticulous attention to detail, initiative, 
effi ciency, and the excellence of his editorial and lay-
out work, Yuan-Chih Yen was awarded Full Colours.

Greg Lavagna was awarded Half Colours for 
his humorous contributions to six consecutive 
editions. His name has become a byword for the 
offbeat humour which fl ourishes in the school, and 
especially in the boarding houses.

Ian Currie assumed the editorship at mid-year, 
and immediately matched the levels of excellence 
which have been established by his three most recent 
forerunners.

Keith Mansfi eld
MIC

Front Row L–R: F Raw, A Johannes, Y Yen (Editor), S Mkosi, B Rath.
Back Row L–R: G Lavagna, C Rodewald, R Scheepers.

Boys Highlights
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First Aid
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Aid year: Romney Soar and Bongani Maqutyana 
accompanied the Sisters on the camp and did 
great work taking care of the Form 1’s and treating 
numerous boys for cuts and bruises, sprains and 
strains.

Soon after this we had the First Aid display with 
CPR and spine board demonstrations before the 
Commencement Ceremony where the First Aiders 
were very noticeable in their luminous First Aid 
jackets. The 2010 First Aid Course got under way 
in the 3rd and 4th week of term and congratulations 
are due to all the boys who passed and joined the 
First Aid Society as fully-fl edged members. Some of 
you really did commit yourselves wonderfully and 
have been an asset to the society whilst a few others 
unfortunately just did not make the time to practice 
their skills and to be of service to the school, which 
is a real pity. 

During the 1st term there were Cross Country 
races, galas, water polo and basket ball matches 
and the First Aiders were there to attend to grazes, 
cuts and knocks. The Water Polo Festival hosted by 
PBHS in February also had our boys in attendance 
and many thanks to those boys who gave up most 
of their weekend to be on duty. In March the hockey 

and rugby trials started and the First Aid started in 
earnest with two home fi xtures near the end of term. 
The Maritzburg College matches were cancelled 
due to the heavy rain and storm conditions which 
was such a pity as we had geared up for this fi xture 
and were ready to treat all and sundry. We had very 
few home fi xtures this year and so we did not have 
much chance to practise and hone First Aid skills 
on the fi elds. However, we had a super Boksmart 
Rugby Medic Course on 29 May which was enjoyed 
by all the boys who attended. It was a long day, but 
much was learnt, especially by the boys who had not 
yet done any First Aid courses. We also had quite a 
bit of fun, although mindful of the serious injuries 
that occur, practising assessing “patients", CPR, log 
rolling and strapping “casualties” into the spine 
boards during the practical phase. During the 3rd 
term we fi nished our duties for rugby and hockey 
and went with relief (at least on the Sisters’ side) into 
the Athletics season although the inter-house rugby, 
hockey and soccer also took place near the end of 
term. The 4th term saw us back into swimming, water 
polo and basketball season where the boys did duty 
for inter-school and inter-house matches.

6 October saw us enjoying our Form 5 Farewell 
Braai. Mr Smuts kindly let us use the Rissik House 

Front Row L–R: C Chirapurathu, N Ali, R Soar, Sr C Stockwell, B Maqutyana, T Masihleho, C Leslie.
Back Row L–R: Mr K McEvoy, L de Beer, A Nicolaides, R Hwang, J Cowie, C Hwang, F Bonafede, M Baker, Mrs D Albers.
Absent L–R: Sr J Christian, E Arbado, G Bowmaker-Falconer, T da Conciecao, A Hays, G Hessel, A Lima, E Louw, M Tubb. 

First Aid
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our meat expertly braaied by Ale and Giehard with 
help from Ari and Floris and lots of comments from 
all and sundry. Delicious salads and rolls were 
provided by Mrs Krüger. We said goodbye to our 
four stalwart Form 5’s, Romney, Bongani, Nassir 
and Giehard who have given the society 5 years 
of service. They have been role models for our 
members and we hope that in the years to come we 
will be saying goodbye to at least eight Form 5’s 
every year!

A special word of thanks to our parent volunteer 
doctors and nurses who have helped us at the rugby 
and hockey fi elds this year: amongst others, Dr Nico 
Venter and Dr Mike Wilson have assisted us for the 
past 3 years and they deserve our heartfelt thanks. 
Mrs Daniela Albers and Mr Kai McEvoy, thank you 
so much for your continued support of the society 
and your presence every Saturday at the First Aid 
Station: it is really appreciated very much! Many, 
many thanks to Mrs Annchen Matthews who has 
been the “Ambulance Mommy” for us for quite 
a few years now as well. Mrs Matthews is at the 
rugby rain or shine and accompanies our boys to 

the Emergency Unit when parents are not available. 
To the Parents Association: thank you so much for 
keeping our First Aiders nourished and hydrated 
when they are on duty for the whole morning: 
the prego and boerewors rolls and cold drink are 
gratefully received and go down very well.

Congratulations to the society members who 
were awarded Half Colours for Service. Rendering 
First Aid is a real service to the school and the 
greater community, often unnoticed by most but 
appreciated by the many boys (and their parents!) 
who are treated at the side of the fi elds, courts and 
pools. First Aiders do really give of themselves!

Sr Jeannette Christian and Sr Carol Stockwell

Re-awards
Ronk Hwang and Craig Leslie

New awards
Floris Bonafede, George Bowmaker-Falconer 
and Aristides Nicolaides, Sr Jeannette Christian 
and Sr Carol Stockwell

1.  On duty at Water Polo: George Bowmaker-Falconer, Kossy Obodozie, Ale Malan
2.  Boksmart Rugby Medic Course: Logrolling injured player onto the spine board.
3.  Farewell Braai: Back: Craig Leslie, Tumelo Masihleho, Chris Chirapurathu, Romney 

Soar Middle: Alessio da Conceicaö, Ari Nicolaides, Juan Hanekom Front: Nassir Ali
4.  First Aiders prepared for action or injury at Brooks Field.
5.  Rugby First Aid: Mrs Taverner, Mrs Albers, Sr Stockwell, Dr Wilson and Dr Pillay 

with First Aiders
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Media Centre report 2010

Media Centre
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In American teen movies a stereotypical library is 
full of nerds with librarians telling the pupils to keep 
quiet. At Boys High we run things differently. There 
is always a buzz, and there is always something 
going on in the media centre, whether a reunion 
tea or other event. For the Matrics the year just fl ew 
by who had to perform a balancing act between 
academics, sports and the media centre. The main 
focus for us was to improve things behind the scene. 
Craig Stephens and Daan van Heerden improved the 
way books get entered and organised the workroom 
while Delbert Botes improved the DVD loan system. 
Many displays were put up in the media centre on 
relevant topics throughout the year. Most of these 
were done by the creative Delbert Botes having his 
creative side. 

The fi rst major event of the year was the Media 
Centre Bash. Boys High hosted the event this year. 
This placed the Media Prefects under a lot of pressure 
to get it right. We had overt 150 Media Prefects from 
schools all over Pretoria visiting us. All the pupils 
dressed up like characters from ten different books. 
Old Boy and former Head Media Prefect Savaal 
Singh and some of his university friends provided 
invaluable assistance. All the pupils were divided 
into teams according to their characters. The pupils 
were then given clues to follow which took us across 
the Boys High estate. Prizes were awarded to the 
team that won, as well as prizes for the best dressed 
characters. There was also a quiz about the ten 
different books. We all had a great time and were 
sad that it had to end.

The Lesers Link reading competition was 
held at Hoërskool Garsfontein and three Media 
prefects took part. Lendert Hoekstra and Daniel 
Botes in the junior team had to read an Afrikaans 
book, “Kondensmelk” written by Rita Neser, 
while the senior team with Dylan Pullock and 
Kedar Naidoo, came third out of 38 teams in the 
senior competition. They involved reading the 
challenging novel “The Book Thief” authored by 
Markus Zusak.

On the last Friday of the third term the Media 
Prefects also had a Pizza lunch where we all had time 
to relax. At the start of the fourth term the Form 1 – 
IV Media Prefects went on the annual media camp 
at Tonquane. 

The Media Centre once again reached out to other 
schools in the Pretoria area that are less fortunate 
than we are. During National Arbour week in 
September Mrs Mahlanu, Delbert Botes, Jonathan 
Kawanga and Konrad Jürgens presented Banareng 
Primary school with a Wild Gardenia tree as a gift 

from Pretoria Boys High School Library. 
Books and magazines were donated to Reverend 

Alan O’Brien, a former teacher at Boys High, at The 
Parish of St Bede in Soshanguve, to start their own 
reading room and also to The Kingdom Children’s 
Life Centre in Atteridgeville.

Congratulations to the recipients of the Annual 
Book Award, Joseph Idowu, Form I, and for the 
third consecutive year, Dylan Pullock, Form IV. The 
award is presented to a junior boy and senior boy 
who read the most books from the Media Centre 
during the year. 

It is so often that we hear scary statistics about 
literacy in South Africa and that people are not 
reading enough, but this is not true about Boys 
High. Book reading has increased from 6128 books 
issued in 2009 to 7577 books issued in 2010 which 
is an increase of 1349 books. A total of 1010 DVDs 
were also issued this year, while 935 new books 
were bought this year. For the not so keen readers 
we added 580 magazines and 35 new DVDs. We 
also during the week of International Book Day we 
had our annual book sale. It was held from the 12 
– 19 of March. We sold new books to the value of 
R 15,000.

As you have noticed, the media centre team has 
worked extremely hard to get all the new books, 
magazines and DVDs on the shelf. Every single 
break and afternoon of the school year, Media 
Prefects entered books on the computer, printed 
barcodes, labeled and stamped books. Thousands 
of photocopies were made and thousands of books 
issued to readers. We thank every loyal Media Prefect 
who under the guidance of our Media Teacher Mrs. 
Theron and the Library assistant Mrs. Mahlangu, 
worked so hard this year.

Daan van Heerden
Head Media Prefect

Full Colours:
Daan van Heerden  Form V Solomon 
Craig Stephens Form V Solomon 
Delbert Botes Form IV Abernethy

Half Colours:
Mogeshian Vandeyar  Form V Matheson
Julian Lume Form IV Town 
Kenneth Maumela Form V Matheson
Dylan Pullock Form IV Abernethy 
Jonathan Kawanga Form IV  Town
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Media Prefect Camp 2010
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Our summer Media Prefect camp was held at 
Tonquane from 15 to 17 October 2010. We were a 
group of twelve Media Prefects, led by Mrs Theron 
and assisted by Mr Theron and Mrs Prinsen.

We left after serving tea for the 40 Years on Reunion. 
On our way we had to stop at the Spar in Mooinooi 
in order to replenish our supplies of sweets (as all 
had been consumed within the fi rst few minutes). 
On arrival, the trailer was quickly unpacked at the 
Kakkelaar cottage where the staff stayed. Thereafter 
we went to the campsite where the prefects would 
stay. Damian Sinovich and Emil Jürgens brought 
their own tents and pitched them on the grass by the 
campsite. The rest of the afternoon was spent playing 
soccer which turned out to be very competitive and 
aggressive as some of us used our rugby skills to 
try and control the ball. Kumbirai Makina proved 
himself to be the champion as his skills with the ball 
were phenomenal. The two tents also had a hard 
time as over-energetic kicks often crashed into them. 
After we had burned up all our energy we headed 
for dinner where the two Bush school boys, Damian 
Sinovich and Konrad Jürgens looked after the fi re for 
our braai. Many jokes were exchanged while waiting 
for the fi re to be ready – some jokes really funny and 
a few rather peculiar ones thanks to MJ Reeler. Once 
the fi re was ready we braaied our meat and had our 
dinner with a lovely salad prepared by the staff. For 
dessert we cooked delicious “roosterkoek” on the fi re 
which we ate with syrup. 

On Saturday morning we had breakfast which was 
prepared by Mr. Theron with the help of Emil and 
Konrad Jürgens. We played French cricket and then we 
left for our hike to the waterfall and pristine rock pools. 

After a 45 minute walk we arrived at our destination 
where the agile prefects braved the bumslides, while 
some less adventurous boys swam in the awfully cold 
but refreshing pools. Khinong Matjiu was the fi rst one 
to experience the icy water. Some of us also climbed 
up the cliff and observed the beautiful scenery. On 
arriving back at camp we canoed on the dam where 
the two canoes engaged in a war. The canoes capsized 
regularly as the aim of the game was to fl ip the opposing 
team’s canoe over so that the members of the canoe 
would be thrown into the water. This was much fun 
as Rendert Hoekstra and Kumbirai Makina swam the 
whole afternoon. Some of the other prefects preferred 
playing poker. That afternoon we played some more 
soccer and cricket. After the braai on Saturday night we 
turned in extremely early, compared to the previous 
night. There was however, a major setback for Delbert 
Botes and Jonathan Kawanga who had planned to 
scare all the prefects – as all of them were snoozing 
away, the plan fl opped badly!

On Sunday morning we packed up and headed 
for the Wimpy at Hartebeestpoort Dam. Rendert 
Hoekstra was starving and ordered the Bottomless 
chips and coke. After a while he was struggling to 
fi nish the food and some of our very helpful prefects 
consumed the rest! Once we satisfi ed our hunger we 
drove back to Pretoria in a very quiet minibus. We 
arrived back at school at about 12:00.

This camp was very successful and fun-fi lled. 
Our sincere thanks go to Mrs Theron who organised 
everything, Mr Theron and also to Mrs Prinsen. We very 
much look forward to another exciting camp in 2011!

Delbert Botes Form IV

Front Row L–R: D Botes, D Pullock, S Masters, Mrs A Theron (Teacher-in-charge), K Maumela, S Baggeröhr, J Lume.
Second Row L–R: D Slogrove, E Jürgens, M Watson, K Jürgens, D Botes, C Cornwall, M Jimlongoe, K Makina.

Back Row L–R: R Hoekstra, J Kawanga, D Thomas, A Bernardi, D Sinovich, K Matjiu.

Media Prefects
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Form V Geography Tour
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Media Centre & Junior City Council
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1.  Media Prefect Camp: Jonathan Kawanga, MJ Reeler, Rendert Hoekstra, Kumbirai Makina and Emil Jürgens.
2.  Media Prefects hiking in the Easterkloof at Tonquane.
3.  Jonathan Kawanga and staff with the Wild Gardenia tree donated by the Media Centre to Banareng Primary School during the National Arbor week.
4.  Jonathan Kawanga, Headmistress Mrs Paulina Sithole and Delbert Botes at the vegetable garden in Banareng Primary School.

Front Row L–R: D Banga, S Masters, Mrs Kloppers (Teacher-in-charge), J van Niekerk.

Junior City Council
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The Representative Council of Learners 2010

RCL and Outreach
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During 2010 the RCL played an important role in the life 
of the school and also made a signifi cant contribution 
to the welfare of our greater community.

It is the duty of the R.C.L. representatives, taken 
from each of the fi fty tutor groups in the school, to 
bring the grievances, concerns and suggestions of 
their friends before the Council and this they did 
with eagerness and a willingness to participate in 
debate. The Chairman and Teacher Liaison Offi cer 
then meet with the headmaster fortnightly to discuss 
these concerns. The Chairman also has a seat on the 
Governing Body and this means that the concerns of 
all pupils can be heard at the highest levels.

The secondary role the R.C.L. plays is as a fund-
raising organisation connected to the outreach 
intiatives of the school.

The year began with an extremely successful 
Form I Sports Day. Here the boys get to play games 
and bond with the others in their groups, while 
having an afternoon of sheer enjoyment. The day 
raised well over R20.000. In Term two we tried to 
emulate the very successful Talent Show held last 
year but were bedevilled by a failing sound system 
and lights. We nevertheless raised R16,000 and will 
hopefully iron out all the “little bugs” and have a 
great show next year. The International Show on 
the last day of term three netted us R28,000 – more 
than ever before. The Form Four Group who ran 
it deserve warm congratulations for their sterling 

effort here (especially Calvin Craig whose Matheson 
team brought in R5,000). We also held a highly 
popular Hypnotist Show which by turns fascinated, 
enthralled and amused the audience. These, along 
with our quarterly civvies days brought the total 
collected to just over R100,000, a princely sum!

The R.C.L. voted to donate the money collected 
to four organisations and this was done at our 
annual Charity Assembly in November. Kingdom 
life Children’s Centre and Salvakop Street Shelter 
both received R25,000 and the S.A. Guide Dogs 
Association and the Association for Autism each 
received R20,000. The other money will be carried 
over into the new year.

Much of the R.C.L. success this year must be 
attributed to the zeal and determination of our 
Chairman, Vincent Ramantsima, whose unfl agging 
energy and ready smile made my job a pleasure. If 
judged by this, 2010 can, without doubt, be held to 
have been a success. But it is not only fi nal totals 
that make this body a success. It is the commitment 
of one and all and their willingness to give of their 
time that makes me so proud to work with them. My 
sincerest thanks to Vincent and to Brendan Harle, 
the secretary, for his meticulous recording of the 
proceedings.

Helene Donaldson
Teacher Liaison Offi cer

Front Row L–R: N Fourie, D van der Walt, A Perotti, V Ramantsima (Chairman), Mrs H Donaldson (Teacher-in-charge), J Lourens (Vice-
Chairman), B Harle (Secretary), D Clarke, M Byrch.

Second Row L–R: T Ramaila, C Reyneke, S Erasmus, C Craig, M Boegman, J Jennings, K Ntsaluba, A Nicolaides, R Eldon.
Back Row L–R: K Konopi, M Schiff, G Hudson, D Thomson, E Shine, N Fitchat, M Leask, M Leppan, M Mahao.

The Representative Council of Learners
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To say this has been a fi ne year for the RCL would be 
an understatement – it has been absolutely superb. 
Every year has always been about reaching greater 
heights and that is exactly what we achieved, this 
year, not by individuals shining but rather by a 
collective group effort.

As a whole, we didn’t set only fi nancial goals for 
the society but also personal goals to leave a mark 
on the lives of other people in a truly special year for 
South Africa. After a year, I believe that both these 
goals have been achieved.

Our fi nancial goal for the RCL was set at 
R100 000. Although this seemed impossible, as our 
predecessors only managed R80 000, we all had faith 
that our attempts would become reality. By the end 
of the year our dreams were realised.

Hard work, determination, and ambition were 
the formulas for the success of the RCL this year. 

The four Civvies Days brought in over R20 000, the 
Talent Show R14 700, Form 1 Sports Day R18 700, 
the Hypnotist Show about R5 000 and fi nally, the 
International Day R25 000. The rest was made by 
cool drink sales at various events.

A word of thanks must go to the members of 
the RCL which I had the honour to lead, and in 
particular, to Mrs. Donaldson who, I believe, is the 
defi nition of the unsung hero of the school. Her 
passion, dedication, commitment and her heart of 
gold are what make the RCL fl ourish year after year. 
She will remain an inspiration for those who ever 
work with her. All would be at a standstill without 
her. The knowledge, wisdom and understanding I 
have acquired from her is a debt I can never repay.

Vincent Ramantsima
Chairman

1.  Matheson beating School House in the tug-
of-war at the Form I Sports Day.

2.  Pillow fi ghts at the Form I Sports Day.
3.  The Town House team under Dylan 

Thomson serving ice cream to Mrs Dodds, 
Doc Lombard and Mr de Wet.

4.  The Sunnyside team of Lloyd Parker, 
Tumelo Masihleho, Sean Mullins, Greg 
Demirtzoglou, Robbie Beckwith and Marek 
Boegman at International Day.

5.  Ryan Dewes, Willem Cronje and Taylor 
Peters serving Prego rolls at International 
Day.

6.  The Pipe Band and Gumboot Dancers having 
a show down at International Day.

7.  The Talent Show: Gerhard Kirsten, Kyle 
van Niekerk, Taylor Carnie and Jamie Gous 
making music in the Band Category.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7
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During the past four years that I’ve been involved 
with the Social Outreach I’ve tried to explain what 
kept me going back and the truth is: I still don’t 
know, but if I could sum it up in a few words this 
would be it: Humbling, exhilarating, exciting, heart-
warming, addictive and just plain awesome.

I could go on for decades trying to explain how 
it felt walking through that green door and being 
met by a colony of children half my size, but with 
hearts double the size of mine, children who have 
no mother and no father but still have smiles as 
broad as the Grand Canyon. I know that each and 
everyone of the boys in the Outreach Society was 
humbled to see how little things can bring so much 
joy to a person and how irrelevant material things 
truly are!

A great song writer once said, “All the world needs 
is love” and I cannot think of a better promoter of 
this than Mrs Vlag. In the eight years of the society’s 
existence it has grown from strength to strength 
and none of this would have been achieved without 
Mrs Vlag’s hours of planning, enthusiasm and love. 
Mrs Vlag has, to date, led the Outreach Society as 
the master-in-charge and organised all the visits 
to Mohau Centre for HIV/Aids ophans, the soccer 
games against the local street shelters and the visits 
to the old age home in Brooklyn. All the boys in 
the Society know her for her optimistic approach 
to all the activities, from the Sports Day we hold at 
Boys High for the Mohau children to the Christmas 
parties we hold annually.

This year has been very eventful and has seen a 
number of juniors and seniors wanting to be part 
of this life changing experience. The boys from the 
Bridge Club and Chess Club occasionally joined us on 
our visits to the old age home. We enjoyed spending 
afternoons with the elderly and just absorbing their 
years of knowledge and wisdom as well as their 
amazing Scrabble and Rummykub skills. The Mohau 
experience, as I like to coin it, is one everyone should 
have: nothing beats the emotional, yet fun-fi lled, 
afternoons we spend at the centre, from playing 
prisoner as the kids pretend to be police offi cers, to 
just being chased around because your company is 
enjoyed, to our all time favourite snack time with 
Mrs Vlag’s secret chocolate cake recipe. The boys 
always have to be told when it’s time to leave as we 
all lose track of time.

I would like to thank Mrs Donaldson and the RCL 
for their signifi cant involvement in fund raising for 
the organisations with which we interact.

Thanks to the cake-fi lled faces and the joy-
fi lled screams, the Mohau Centre has become an 
orphanage that is immediately identifi ed with the 
Outreach Society. The Boys High boys have come 
there as boys and left as men. Each and every boy 
has come to the realisation that the material things 
you have do not make you a man but the individual 

you are and the number of lives you impact certainly 
do. The leaving matrics of 2010 cannot thank Mrs 
Vlag enough for all the smiles, encouragement and 
advice. Above all, you have taught us love.

As the leaving Chairman of 2010, I am more than 
ever humbled to be associated with the Outreach 
Society! All the good times and the sometimes sad 
times are amongst the best memories I will have 
of my teenage years. I would like to thank Gustaf 
Swart who was the Vice-Chairman, the matrics, the 
boys, the children, Mrs Donaldson and Mrs Vlag 
for making this year a memorable one. I am almost 
obliged to return next year for more.

Olusegun Ogunbanjo
Chairman

Outreach

Social Outreach

Front Row L–R: G Swart (Vice-Chairman), Mrs P Vlag (Teacher-in-
Charge), S Ogunbanjo (Chairman).
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As I look back on 2010, I look back on eight years of 
involvement in Outreach and seven years of being 
master-in-charge of the society.

Each year I am humbled by and amazed at how 
the Outreach Society touches not only the lives of 
those to whom we reach out, but also the lives of the 
boys who are involved with the society. This year 
has been no exception.

2010 has been the year of the juniors. I have 
never had so many Form 1 and 2 boys involved in 
the society. It fi lls me with excitement as I see the 
potential for growth in the society with these boys 
who will hopefully be involved for four or fi ve 
years.

We have once again concentrated on our three 
main outreaches: The Mohau Centre at Kalafong 
hospital; Huis Johanna Posthma, the old age home 
in Brooklyn and The Salvokop Street Shelter. The 
Mohau Centre remains a fi rm favourite amongst the 
boys and it is always a special experience to see the 
way the boys interact with young children. We try 
to mix outdoor play time with structured activities 
indoors. Our Christmas party in November has 
become a very special occasion and much fun is 
had by all. We will miss the wonderful costumes 
that Francois van Straten has made that the boys 
dress up in. The Old Age home visits always 
provide an afternoon of great enjoyment and it is 
wonderful to see young boys interacting with the 
elderly in games of scrabble and rummikub. Their 

appreciation of the boys for giving up their time 
makes this a very worthwhile outreach. Soccer 
gives boys who are not regulars to Outreach an 
opportunity to get involved and the games get 
quite competitive.

As usual I look for ways that we can extend the 
Outreach Society. We are hoping to start a tutoring 
programme at the Bakwena house in Kilner Park. 
This is a house for eight of the high school going 
children from the Mohau Centre. This Outreach 
initiative will require a commitment from boys on an 
afternoon other than Fridays and will entail helping 
with homework.

Although it is always sad to say goodbye to my 
matric boys, this year I have more hope for the future 
of the society due to the number of juniors who have 
become involved. If I have any regrets, it is that so 
many Form 4 boys realise only late in the year that 
they would like to get involved. They invariably 
say that they wish they had had more time in the 
Outreach Society. 2011 will be the fi rst year that I 
do not have a Form V boy as chairman, but I am 
confi dent that Floris Bonafede will be a very able 
chairman and I look forward to working with him.

Once again I have to thank the boys for their 
enthusiasm and commitment. These qualities keep 
the Social Outreach Society going strong.

Penny Vlag
Teacher-in-charge

1. Floris Bonafede.
2.  Mohau Christmas 

party.
3.  Mohau Christmas 

Party – Marco 
Tubb, Floris 
Bonafede and 
Imtiaz Salie.

4.  First Aiders 
prepared for action 
or injury at Brooks 
Field.

5.  Michael Light 
and children from 
Mohau.

1

2 3

4
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In South Africa we have a great need of unselfi sh and 
caring citizens and if we, at Boys High, can inculcate 
a spirit of giving in each boy and a willingness to 
serve the greater community, I believe we will have 
achieved something truly worthwhile.

Eleven years have passed since the inception of 
the outreach initiative at Boys High. So much has 
happened, so many children have quietly done 
sterling work – often unnoticed, unseen and without 
any expectation of reward. And yet the rewards, 
though invisible, have been many: the joy of giving, 
the satisfaction of sharing, the provision of warmth 
and meals and the extension of hands in friendship.

As part of the “Planned Giving” scheme, we 
encourage all those who are part of the Boys High 
family to give on an on-going basis all year. I believe 
that if each of us donate just a little our capacity 
to give will continue to grow. In the fi rst term the 
tutor groups collected stationery and supplied 
Bramley Children’s Home, Salvakop Street Shelter, 
The Mohau Centre for Aids orphans at Kalafong 
Hospital and Kingdom Life Children’s Centre, 
an orphanage in Atteridgeville with suffi cient 
stationery for the year. In terms two and three we 
collected blankets and clothes for the cold months 
and these went to Streetwise in Mamelodi, the street 
shelters we support and the Tumelong Haven in the 
Winterveldt.

As part of the Nelson Mandela giving scheme in 
August, we decided to collect canned food. This, 
too, went to the shelters and homes we support 
and was greatly appreciated as it is seldom seen 
because the cost is prohibitive. With the lengthy 

holiday during the World Cup, we knew that the 
shelters and homes would struggle to occupy the 
“little” inhabitants and so the money from one of 
our “civvies” days was used to buy colouring-in 
books and crayons, play dough and soccer balls. 
There were given to Kingdom Life, Bramley and to 
the Parish of St Bede in Soshanguwe where “Foxy” 
O’Brien now serves.

In term four the collection was for babies’ 
clothing and food and here I wish to especially 
thank Mr Fowler’s Form II Armstrong Group who, 
without exception, gave so generously. They were 
an example at all. This House, under the inspired 
guidance of Mr Franken always manages to donate 
more than any other and for this, I thank them all.

Mrs Penny Vlag continues to run the Social 
Outreach, with dedication and great compassion. 
The children who join this society learn to build 
bridges between PBHS and the young men of the 
street shelter, learn to entertain and laugh with the 
little ones at Mohau and I believe learn more about 
life here than they ever do in a classroom.

The Art Department has continued to paint murals 
at Masizane Primary School in Saulsville and will 
hopefully complete this task early in the new year.

In closing I appeal to all parents and pupils. Much 
of what we cast away unthinkingly can be used 
to the benefi t of others. Donations are welcomed 
throughout the year. On behalf of all those who 
befi tted from your generosity this year, I thank you.

Helene Donaldson
MIC Outreach

1.  Father 
Christmas 
(Floris 
Bonafede) 
with help 
from 
Francois 
van Straten 
hands out 
gifts.

2.  Francois 
van Straten 
and Cuan 
Humphries 
helping to 
hand out 
eats.

3.  Segan 
Ogunbanjo and 
children from 
Mohau.

1

2

3
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It was eleven years ago that 
Maretlwane became part of the 
life of Pretoria Boys High School. 
How things have progressed since 
then! From a piece of land with 
only three wooden wendy houses 
on it in terms of infrastructure, 
we now have 38 buildings on the 
property, including the impressive 
Maretlwane Lodge and three new 
academic staff houses. The farm is presently run 
jointly with our neighbours to the west of us as a 
proper game conservancy with ongoing monitoring 
and culling of game. It provides the ideal venue 
for small to large scale camps. Most importantly, 
however, Maretlwane has a fully fl edged, highly 
successful Bush School of which Pretoria Boys High 
School can be truly proud. Not only is the model 
unique in South Africa but, as far as we know, 
P.B.H.S. is the only non-private school in the world 
to have a satellite school such as Maretlwane. 

The game conservancy continued to thrive this 
year. The highlight was the birth of a baby giraffe 
in November. It is estimated that at present we have 
over 200 large mammals altogether. The annual 
culling proved more challenging than expected this 
year although some impala and kudu were removed. 
Plans to trap a herd of nyala also did not meet with 
the anticipated results! They were much too elusive. 
Unfortunately lack of funds has delayed repairs to 
the eastern boundary game fence with the result that 
a certain number of game has escaped. Poaching is 
an ever present threat, particularly to these animals, 
but also to those on our property.

During the year we saw two changes in our 
complement of support staff. Godfrey Sefora and Jabu 
Maluleke left and were replaced by Tshepo Mosotho 
and Doctor Mohlala. Since he joined us last year, 
Patrick Nkadimeng has shown tremendous loyalty and 
initiative and was promoted to the position of foreman 
at Maretlwane. John Napo and Thabo Mosotho have 
also been decidedly faithful and positive as has Rina 
Mosito who services the Maretlwane Lodge, amongst 
other things. Never has the atmosphere amongst the 
support staff at Maretlwane been as positive as it is has 
in the last six months. 

The usual annual events took place at Maretlwane 
this year such as the burning of fi re breaks, 
the maintenance of roads and removal of alien 
vegetation. A runaway fi re burnt a large section 
of the Maretlwane property but luckily it did not 
spread too far onto neighbouring farms. The fi re 
had the positive effect of providing good early 

season grazing. Runaway fi res 
from outside Maretlwane were 
a serious problem and on three 
occasions ‘troops’ had to be 
mustered to fi ght them. As 
luck would have it (depending 
on your view of things) one of 
these occurred on a Saturday 
night when the members of the 
Maretlwane Support Group from 

P.B.H.S. had come for a weekend visit. They spent 
until 2 o’clock in the morning helping to extinguish 
the blaze! We are very grateful to these young men. 

Other events included a visit by the Headmaster, 
Mr Reeler, and the Business Manager, Mr Cook, 
shortly after assuming offi ce. A team of engineers 
came to examine the roads on the property and give 
advice on how to upgrade / maintain them. We are 
very grateful for the professional advice they gave 
us at no cost. A visit by an electrical engineer to 
examine our electrical set up has shown that much 
work is needed to bring it up to the required safety 
standards. 

It has been another busy year for the Maretlwane 
Lodge which continues to be a valuable source of 
income. Please remember that by booking the Lodge 
you are not only able to re-charge your batteries in 
the pristine beauty of the Magaliesberg but you are 
also supporting the Bush School project. Although 
the winter season appears to be less popular than 
the summer, bear in mind that the large lounge has 
a magnifi cent central fi replace, so don’t be put off 
by the cold!

The academic members of staff have taken 
up residence in their new accommodation and 
are extremely grateful for the attention given to 
this major housing project. Hendrik Mosito, our 
permanent builder, has continued with small scale 
projects for part of the year.

Unfortunately the year ended on a sad note 
with the resignation of Mr Jon-Reece Evans, 
the Farm Manager, who is going into full time 
ministry. We wish him well. He has been with us 
for three years and, in that time, Jon-Reece has 
made a distinct impression, not only on the farm, 
but, as importantly, on the lives of nine intakes 
of Bush School boys. Unlike the other staff, most 
of whom, it might be argued, are reaching the 
‘coffi n dodging’ stage, he has been the youthful 
yet upright role model for the boys. He ran a very 
active Christian Youth programme which, for 
many, was one of the major highlights of their 
Bush School experience.
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1.  Mr Junod busy with a gory fi sh dissection in a Biology lesson, 

much to the delight / disgust of the Term II boys.
2.  George Bowmaker-Falconer enjoying the tranquillity of his 24 hour 

‘solitaire; in his shelter alongside the Maretlwane River.
3.  Never has a Maths lesson been so “cool”! The threat of a nip from 

a crab or water scorpion is guaranteed to keep the Term 1 boys’ 
attention, even if Mr Junod can’t!

4.  Stirring up a culinary feast for their cluster mates and the staff 
at the Buffelspoort Dam weekend: Ryan Townsend, Daniel 
Margolius, Vaughn Scheepers, Felix McGregor and Curtly Lister.

5.  An 8km ride to the Mooinooi Spar and back on a “chill’ weekend to 
spend a R20 note provides a much treasured highlight.

6.  The Term III boys who were successful in the “doppie” hunt at the 
Boer War sight of the Battle of Nooitgedacht, the highest point in 
the Magaliesberg mountain range.

7.  Wesley du Toit, Evan Shuttleworth, Conrad Strasheim and Milan 
Swart fi shing on the Buffelspoort Dam. “So where are the fi sh, guys?”

1 2

3 4

5 6

7
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Front Row L–R: Nedene van Wyk, Dumisane Langa, John Napo, Hendrik 
Mosito, Les Junod, Doctor Mohlala

Middle Row L–R: Patrick Nkadimeng, Wanda Opperman, Rina Mosito, Jeanne 
van der Merwe, Malcolm Armstrong, Tshepo Mosotho

Back Row L–R: Thabo Mosotho, Alex Junod

Maretlwane Staff Photo

1.  The Term II boys posing for the camera on a rock ledge just below the ‘big jump’.
2.  Term I boys brewing up an early morning cup of condensed coffee on the three day hike across the top of the Magaliesberg mountains: Clifford 

Engels, Carl Grobbelaar, Brendan Cottrell, Rory Barlow, Devon Michael and Jaco van der Merwe.
3.  An open day hike up to the Castle Gorge Waterfall provides a great team building opportunity for the Term III boys.
4.  32 happy smiles – the Term 1 boys at the foot of the Maretlwane Waterfall.
5.  Robert Watson (Bush School Term 1 2010) on his farm, Dombeya Ridge, in the Magaliesberg mountains, leading Athi Dube (Term III 2010) 

on horseback.

1

2 3

4 5
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I found it interesting to spend some time reminiscing 
as I paged through past copies of the Pretorian dating 
back to 1999 when Maretlwane was purchased. 
In the magazine of that year I described not only 
my parents’ vision for the property which they 
bequeathed to P.B.H.S. but also our idea, which 
the School endorsed, of creating a permanent Bush 
School which would allow groups of Form II pupils 
to spend a two month sojourn at Maretlwane. This 
would combine a rigorous academic programme 
with an ‘outward bound’ type of experience. All 
learning would be made as practical as possible and 
relevant to the local environment. 

The concluding paragraph of this same article 
reads as follows, “During the two month period 
each adolescent will learn to live with his peers, but 
most of all he will learn to live with himself. He will 
be taught to look outwards, and upwards, to new 
horizons and in so doing, the hope is that he will turn 
into a young man of conscience, a true “Renaissance 
man” who “has found his place in the sun”.”

Although it took fi ve years of preparation to 
develop the infrastructure, a year to ‘test’ the model, 
and fi ve years to fi ne tune it, I believe we have good 
reason to be proud of our achievements. Not only 
does it achieve the outcomes for which it has been 
designed but it acts as a working model for other 
schools to follow, both in South Africa and elsewhere 
in the world.

The highlight of 2010, as far as the Bush School 
was concerned, was having the great honour this 
year of hosting John and Christine Furminger, 
the co-directors of a Bush School for girls in New 
Zealand, Kahunui College, a satellite school of 
St Cuthberts College in Auckland. Four things 
made their visit particularly momentous. Firstly, 
these people are very signifi cant in the life of the 
Maretlwane Bush School in that they hosted me as 
co-directors of the Tihoi Venture School when I fi rst 
visited New Zealand and, therefore, sowed the seed 
in my imagination of a South African Bush School. 
Secondly, they spent ten days with us during a 
Bush School term and immersed themselves in our 
programme, adding great value to it. Thirdly, they 
are world leaders in the fi eld of outdoor education 
and interacting with them truly was a great privilege. 
Finally, it was their fi rst visit to Africa and everything 
was a ‘wow’ experience, especially the fi rst sighting 
of our giraffe, Treetop and Bella!

Their impressions were very favourable. I include 
a few excerpts from the report they prepared for us on 
their visit to Maretlwane. “The Maretlwane Programme 
(the fi rst outside of the Australasian Group) rates 

highly by comparison to those in a number of areas 
including management, outcomes for students, facility 
and environment.” “At Maretlwane we found the boys 
respectful, enthusiastic, positive and friendly.” “The boys 
had huge respect and trust for the staff.” “It seems that a 
strong philosophy of acceptable risk is practised. This gives 
credence to the practice of allowing students to exercise 
their own judgements as to the degree of risk they wish to 
take.” “Maretlwane is superbly managed and is situated 
in a rich and beautiful environment. It would be the envy 
of many schools internationally. We believe it provides 
learning opportunities that rate with any other outdoor 
centre we have seen.” “P.B.H.S. must be congratulated 
for realizing this initiative and taking the opportunity to 
develop such a programme.”

As always, the three intakes of Bush School boys 
this year were all co-operative and distinctly positive 
although each inevitably has its unique ‘fl avour’. 
Although competition between individuals or 
between groups is not emphasized, it has become 
customary to recognize individuals who excel 
in various fi elds. This is done at a prize-giving 
ceremony at P.B.H.S. during which reports are also 
handed out. Both academic excellence and academic 
improvement are acknowledged. Organizational 
skills and pride in one’s personal living space 
is taken into account as measured by the daily 
inspection marks. The amount of punishment 
during the two month period is recognized which 
gives a fair indication of the level of co-operation and 
understanding of the Bush School philosophies. Most 
importantly, however, a regular peer assessment is 
done of each pupil’s character traits. This culminates 
in a fi nal assessment done by staff and boys. All 
the above criteria are combined to determine the 
“Renaissance Man” for the term and the prize is 
awarded to the pupil at a Friday assembly by the 
Headmaster. It consists of a year’s subscription to 
the Africa Geographic magazine. This year the 
awards went to the following boys:

Term I: Clifford Engels  
Term II: Mitchell Black 
Term III: Darrol Drabile.
Mitchell kindly donated a carved fl oating trophy 

of an eagle which will carry the names of all three 
“Renaissance Men” this year as well as those to 
come in future years.

Wanda Opperman (assisted by her baby vervet 
monkey) continued as our able and willing part time 
cook in Term I. Unfortunately, due to a serious back 
injury, she was unable to continue for the rest of the 
year. Her sister-in-law, Elize van Wyk, stepped in 
willingly and the scrumptious lunches continued. 
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a conscientious and reliable general factotum 
(stooge). 

In previous issues of the Pretorian I have given 
many of my impressions of the life-changing effect 
the Bush School has on the boys. I have also quoted 
excerpts from the boys’ diaries and their refl ections 
written on the 24 hour ‘solitaire’ experience at the 
end of their two month stint. It is here that you 
truly see the change in perspective and growth in 
character that have taken place. This year I have 
decided to include an anonymous refl ection in its 
entirety as it echoes resoundingly what the Bush 
School is all about and how it is that each boy fi nds 
his “place in the sun”.

I quote: “It’s nearly eight weeks down the line and 
I am fi nding myself sitting in a tree. All my camping 
equipment is lying out and I am ready and set and my 
‘solitaire’ is on its way. As I look to the right of me I 
see a stream as clear as glass, surrounded perfectly 
by rocks and pebbles. I also see some beautiful fl owers 
peering over the fl owing water, just on top of that lie 
a few holes, home to some snakes. I see the area I am 
in, fantastic shade, tons of branches and leaves and the 
distant sound of a zebra … It’s eight weeks in and this 
is my ‘solitaire’… It’s eight weeks in and this is where 
Bush School has left me.

It feels way all too soon, where is all the fear I expected, 
where is the loneliness for my family and my longing for 
all my homely luxuries? All of this would have been there 
if I had not changed at all during Bush School. Eight 
weeks ago I was back at Pretoria Boys High School and 
I truly felt that my life wasn’t going anywhere. It may 
have felt like I was succeeding, but deep inside me I knew 
that I was lacking substance and that I needed to go out 
somewhere to fi nd out who I truly am because high school 
has been very tough on me and has really squashed me 
down so low that I couldn’t get back up. If it wasn’t the 
girls, it was the basketball, if it wasn’t the basketball it 
was the academics, if it wasn’t the academics it was just 
life sucking generally. I was very low on self confi dence 
and nothing seemed to be working for me. I had trouble 
sleeping at night and problems concentrating in class. I 
just wasn’t the guy I usually am at home and I’ve learned 
an extremely valuable lesson, if you aren’t yourself you 
will try way too hard to be someone you are not, and that 
is very unhealthy for you.

Rather be a fi rst grade version of yourself than a second 
grade version of someone else. If life was a mountain then 
I would not succeed in climbing it because I was not fi t 
enough and I needed the right equipment. My break and 
equipment have all come at Bush School.

When I look back at how my perception of Bush School 
has changed it’s pretty ama-zing. I will never forget that 

Friday when my mom fi nally let me go, it took a while 
to strike me because I have never really been left alone 
for more than a few weeks and it never struck me at fi rst 
because I didn’t know what I was getting myself into. I 
was really a foreigner to the outdoors and I really had to 
mature greatly and adjust quickly if I wanted to survive 
here. I can almost believe just how I have grown attached 
to Maretlwane and its surroundings. It has become a 
place I can very easily now call my home because I have 
“grown up” here physically, mentally and spiritually 
(especially because of our Youth sessions). I will forever 
be in debt to Maretlwane for everything it has brought 
out in me. I have picked up great habits and have ironed 
out my bad ones. I am so glad that I have found another 
home here.

It’s really and truly a miracle to see just how much 
my character has improved in these eight weeks. I have 
matured so much in many ways. I guess I did come here 
as a fairly decent person and maybe have not needed to 
change as much as my other peers, but it’s needless to say 
that the biggest character growth that took place with me 
was not really me changing, but was actually me fi nding 
out who I really am and doing my best to be that person 
and to carry out my life like that every day.

The now very famous Bush School philosophies have 
been drilled into me and I have really tried my absolute 
best to practise them day-in-day-out. My favourite of the 
Bush School philosophies is TOO which is “thinking of 
others”. It is undoubtedly the most practised one for me 
because it can be applied everywhere and I can do it as 
effectively when I get back home and probably more so 
during my entire life.

I am also extremely proud to say that I have fi nally 
found some substance that can stay in my life and I am 
extremely ecstatic about that. I have rested, I have trained 
and now I am ready to climb the mountain again. No-
one said it would be easy but no-one said that it wouldn’t 
work out to be fi ne. I am going to leave the Bush School 
as a changed man. I have matured and I have learned that 
if you get an opportunity you have to go out there and 
grab it full on. Life’s not going to wait for you, and if you 
sit down and just expect from life, you will get nowhere. 
When walking life rather get off the current trail and make 
your own path, so your footsteps can be followed. I want 
to be a light to my family, school and friends. I am forever 
grateful and owe my biggest thank you to the Maretlwane 
Bush School for making me whole.

SO … For this is my refl ection
 I wrote it in silence
 When I go home on Thursday
 I know I’ll be whole.” Unquote.

Alex Junod
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1. Fitness training for a member of the 2027 Boys High 1st Hockey Team
2.  “Father Christmas” prepares to terrify the newest crop of staff children at 

the annual kiddies’ party. 
3.  Well, it’s one way for the ‘wickie’ to fi eld the ball, but when the ball meets 

the box you know it’s a close shave.
4.  Only one house at Boys High is so full of bull that it merits this dog as a 

mascot!
5.  “Don’t worry, with this war paint on they won’t even take to the water 

against us!”
6.  Somebody needs to tell this lad that we offer art and music but NOT 

ballet (but a commendable prancing horse imitation nonetheless).
7.  The Boys High “mafi a” has diversifi ed – they now include gambling [the 

School House 2010 house dinner].
8.  “Now this is called a ball. When we play water polo we throw this to our 

players!”
9.  The U14F team practices its levitation exercises to give it a chance 

against Grey College.
10.  Mr Kelly absentmindedly: “Now, was that fi ve balls or six? I must 

invest in a clicker.”
11. and 12.  The quickest change for a house dinner ever – Mr Fielding cuts 

it fi ne. 

1 2

3 4

5
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The music matrics of 2009 provided a set of results 
which speaks for itself: The average of the group 
was 86% which included four marks above 90%, 
seven more distinctions and three B symbols. The 
achievement was recognised by the GDE with a 
trophy and certifi cate for the best performance 
in the subject music. The top achievers were the 
following: Max Finbow (97%), Willie Viljoen (97%), 
Simon Duim, (96%), Shervaux Hwang (91%), 

Miguel Loubser (88%), James de Villiers (86%), 
Jonathan Kenyon (85%), Gray Manicom (86%), Rici 
van Niekerk (85%), Daniel Pitman (82%) and Brian 
Nixon (81%).

Work of this calibre does not happen by accident. It 
is a combination of talent, determination, application 
and careful nurturing. Congratulations to these boys 
and their teachers. You have set a standard that will 
be diffi cult to emulate.

1

3 

1. Performance of the Dixie Band one sunny morning in Catalella – a coastal village near Barcelona.
2. All the members of the overseas tour – gathering together at the Mont Serrat Cathedral.
3.  The fi rst of many performances by the choir in the Saint Maria del Pi Cathedral in the heart of Barcelona, Spain. The name of the competition 

the choir entered was The International Folksong competition… Europe and its Song. Conductor: Michael Barrett; Accompanist: Yvonne 
Reyburn

4. Most of the group on our fi rst morning in Paris.

2

4

The 2010 Choir and Dixie Band tour to Europe
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The full time compliment of teachers remained 
unchanged with one exception. Dr Niel van der 
Watt (HOD), Mrs Yvonne Reyburn, Ms Mathilda 
Hornsveld, Mr Abrie Jordaan, Mr Ockie Vermeulen, 
Mr Michael Barrett and we were joined in a full 
time capacity by Mr Matthew Lombard, teaching 
saxophone and being in charge of two saxophone 
quartets.

The part-time staff was unchanged though we 
had three relief teachers for various periods, Mr 
Luke Newby (Old Boy) helped out with the clarinets 
while Mrs Lizet Smith had her second baby (Lisa); 
Mrs Jessica Bailey-Clarke took the cello students 
while Mrs Katia Sokolova was overseas and Mrs Mia 
Rich (ex-parent) stood in for Mrs Elmarie van der 

Vyver, teaching the viola students, while the latter 
was fi nishing her Masters degree. The other teachers 
are: Hanri Loots, Bobbie van der Walt and Pierre 
Tolsma, all three teaching fl ute; Jeff Cole teaching 
trumpet and training the wind band; William Bishop 
teaching trombone, Camilla Onea teaching Violin, 
Marike Prins teaching Double Bass and Lorette van 
Zyl teaching French Horn.

A word of thanks to the music staff for their 
dedication and commitment. Much more goes into 
teaching music than what reaches the listeners’ ear 
and it is for these unseen and unheard bits that I 
would like to thank each and every one. The boys 
cannot learn unless we care for them. Thank you for 
all the care you give so freely!

1. Choir performance at Euro-Disney.
2.  Dixie band performing at Euro-Disney. L–R: Tenor Saxophone: André Retief (F4), Double Bass: Harris Fong (F5), Clarinet: Keith 

Kichenbrand (F5), Clarinet: Richard Finlayson (F2), Drumkit: Richard Oldnall (F4), Alto Saxophone: Mickail Bain (F5), Alto Saxophone: 
James Gous (F3), Trumpet: Jean du Preez (F4), Trombone: Sean Massyn (F5), Trumpet: Richard Kingon (F5) Trombone (hidden): Molefe 
Choane (F5).

3. Dixie Band performance on the boat as we travelled up the Bosphorus in Istanbul, Turkey.
4. Choir performance on the same boat. The audiences around Europe love the traditional African songs.

1. Choir performance at Euro-Disney.
2.  Dixie band performing at Euro-Disney. L–R: Tenor Saxophone: André Retief (F4), Double Bass: Harris Fong (F5), Clarinet: Keith 

Kichenbrand (F5), Clarinet: Richard Finlayson (F2), Drumkit: Richard Oldnall (F4), Alto Saxophone: Mickail Bain (F5), Alto Saxophone: 
James Gous (F3), Trumpet: Jean du Preez (F4), Trombone: Sean Massyn (F5), Trumpet: Richard Kingon (F5) Trombone (hidden): Molefe 
Choane (F5).

3. Dixie Band performance on the boat as we travelled up the Bosphorus in Istanbul, Turkey.
4. Choir performance on the same boat. The audiences around Europe love the traditional African songs.

1 2

3 4
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The Dixie Band had an eventful year with many and 
varied highlights. Standard, annual performances 
in and around the immediate community were, as 
usual, a source of great enjoyment to both performers 
and listeners. (These included: Commencement 
Ceremony, Friday Assembly, New Parents’ Braai, 
Phobians Marathon, Café Concert, The Sixty Year 
on Assembly, The Old Boys Dinner, Mr Reeler’s 
Offi cial Welcome and The Thirty Year On Assembly). 
Performances for charitable organisations and 
concerts further afi eld were equally successful. 
(These include: A performance at Willow Haven 
Retirement Village, at the Brooklyn Methodist 
Seniors’ Club, at the Jaffa Retirement Home, at a 
Picnic Concert at AHM, at a Choir Festival in the 
Wits Great Hall, at the Musaion for a Lunch Hour 
Concert, and a performance at a charity birthday 
party at Lucet Candles.)

Our annual mini-tour almost met with disaster 
but the trip to the Winkler Hotel outside White River 
ended up being most memorable and enjoyable. We 
performed at the Hotel twice, once for the lunch 
time guests and once at dinner time for a group 
of international tourists. The most interesting and 
exciting performance was at a rural school near 
Nelspruit. Here we set up under a huge Maroela tree 
and played to the school during their lunch break. In 
true style, our performance was reciprocated by an 
impromptu choir performance of the school’s choir. 
What a happy event it was! Staying at the Winkler 
was a great treat for the boys especially those of them 
who are hollow to their knees. (The main culprit 
shall remain nameless.)

A second and more elaborate tour was undertaken 

with the choir and, this time, to three cities in Europe: 
(one of them at least half-way in Europe), Barcelona, 
Paris and Istanbul. The tour was really the brainchild 
of Mr Michael Barrett who wanted to take the choir 
to a competition in Barcelona. We then thought it a 
splendid idea to take the Dixie Band along in order 
for the performance burden to be shared between 
the groups. This tour was truly amazing and from 
all perspectives a great success. The Dixie Band 
performed in the Church of Santa Maria del Pi and 
in the Plaça del Rei as special guests of the Twelfth 
International Folk Song Choir Festival. The band 
also performed in the church square in Callella. This 
impromptu affair attracted a sizeable crowd and the 
boys played standing up due to the lack of chairs. 
Our performance at Euro-Disney though poorly 
attended, was one of our best, the boys making full 
use of the amplifi cation facilities to strut their stuff. 
The fi nal performance was most extraordinary as 
we performed on a boat gliding on the Bosphorus 
Strait. The double bass was not really audible, due 
to the even deeper bass notes produced by the boat’s 
engines. (Sorry about that, Harris!) There were 
incredible experiences on this trip which will be 
remembered, hopefully, for a very long time.

We say goodbye to no fewer than fi ve matrics. 
Keith Kichenbrand (clarinet), Richard Kingon 
(trumpet), Sean Massyn (trombone), Mickail Bain 
(alto saxophone) and Harris Fong (double bass). 
Losing so many good musicians from the Band is 
musically, a traumatic experience but this is nothing 
in comparison to the human loss. The Band will miss 
you all but remember, a bit of you stays behind. May 
our friendships last deep into the future.
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Dixie Band

Front Row: M Bain Second Row L–R: R Kingon, S Massyn, M Bain, K Kichenbrand. 
Back Row L–R: R A Finlayson, J Gous, A Retief, H Fong, J du Preez, R Oldnall, M Choane, Dr N van der Watt (Master-in-Charge).

Dixie Band perform 
at the break of day as 
the participants of the 
Deloitte and Touche 
race run up the hill of 
Rissik Village.
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The School Orchestra’s activities centred, as usual, 
around the two main events of the year: Café Concert 
and the Four Schools’ Concert. Our fi lm theme for 
the year was the music from “The Godfather”. This 
choice was made mainly for the farewell assembly 
of Mr Bill Schroder at the end of 2009. The leap 
from “The Boss” to “The Godfather” is an easy one 
to make and the boys have used this affectionately 
over the last few years. The other popular piece 
which was performed extensively was the (albeit 
shortened) Andante Cantabile from Tchaikovsky’s 
Fifth Symphony. Denzil de Klerk did the honours 
on the French Horn in the opening section of this 
beautiful piece. To welcome the new Headmaster, 
Mr Tony Reeler, the orchestra played (fi ttingly) 
extracts from the “New World” Symphony.

The Orchestra’s annual excursion was to 
the Drakensberg Boys’ Choir School, early in 
September. The Choir School has a regular concert 
on a Wednesday afternoon and the Orchestra 
joined forces with them. The performance was 
very successful and the audience raved about the 
afternoon’s entertainment that they had stumbled 
upon almost accidentally. Prior to the concert the 
boys spent the morning doing various activities 
(paintball, zip swing archery, etc.). The matrics 
who went on the Blue Grotto Hike will certainly 
remember the water temperature.

The Four Schools’ Concert was a great success as 
usual and the Orchestra was, as always, the mainstay 
of the combined orchestra and acquitted themselves 

very well in their individual performances.
As is our custom, we say thank you and goodbye 

to eleven matrics. We will miss their sparkling 
personalities and amazing musical expertise. 
Thank you also for the conductor’s chair – I will 
not be able to forget you! The boys are: Alex 
Johannes (Leader), William Fourie (Cello), Michael 
Graham (Cello), Stephan Guldenpfennig (Cello), 
Denzil de Klerk (French Horn), Freddie Boshoff 
(Percussion), Alex Hsu, Flute), Keith Kichenbrand 
(Clarinet), David McDougall (Clarinet), Ivan 
Basson (Bassoon), Harris Fong (Double Bass). 
Long live Matrics!
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Front Row L– R: A Hsu, S Guldenfennig, M Graham, D Mc Dougall, K Kichenbrand, A Johannes, Dr N van der Watt (Conductor), H Fong, 
I Basson, D de Klerk, F Boshoff, W Fourie, M Choane.

Second Row L–R: K Mafulako, I Salie, L de Beer, C Elsenbroek, F Bonafede, A Nicholaides, C Hwang, J Gous, R Hoekstra, B Racionzer, 
D Smith, R Hwang, I van der Vyver.

Third Row L–R: J Freel, E Uys, K Nicholaides, J Kim, E Soar, A Jordaan, J Blum, J Stier, T Chauke, L de Villiers, J Lume.
Back Row L–R: P Grant, E Havenga, J Cowie, A Koessler, Y Park, A Retief, J du Preez, S Skosana, R McGregor, J Marsh, R Oldnall, R Kirsten.

Orchestra

The singing of the School Song accompanied by the School Orchestra 
under the baton of Dr Niel van der Watt. The two visible cellists are 
William Fourie (F5) on the right and Ryan Kirsten (F4) on the left.
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The Wind Band continued with their rehearsals 
but had relatively few performances other than the 
one at the Café Concert. Mr Jeff Cole and a number 
of senior boys are doing a sterling job to get the 
younger boys to play in a group context. Thank you, 
and keep going.

The Brass Choir has had an active year under the 
direction of Mr Ockie Vermeulen. They played at 
every offi cial ceremony (Commencement, Founder’s 
Day and Valediction) and at virtually every Friday 
assembly. Thank you to the boys and Mr Vermeulen 
who, in spite of his Doctoral studies and personal 
recording programme, found time to arrange music 
and rehearse with the boys. Thank you to the 
retiring matrics: Ruan Scheepers, Richard Kingon, 
Sean Massyn and Denzil de Klerk.

A special word of thanks to the Last Post 
Trumpeters. This special feature at PBHS cannot 
continue without the willing and able boys’ sacrifi ces 
every week day of the term. A word of thanks to two 
matrics, Ruan Scheepers and Richard Kingon, who 
have been serving faithfully for four years. Your 
dedication did not go unnoticed.

The saxophone quartet had a very successful and 
busy year. Apart from their standard performance 
at the Café Concert, they also performed at the 
Golf Day Fundraiser, Music in the Park (AHM), the 
Weskoppies Fun Run, Huis Harmonie Retirement 
Centre and a number of private functions. Thank 
you to Mr Matthew Lombard for the musical and 
logistic arrangements. We say goodbye to Mickail 
Bain, saxophonist extraodinaire, who has been part 
of the group for three years.

There were no fewer than three string quartets this 
year. Performances were limited to school functions 
(Assembly, Café Concert) and the occasional 
appearance at a retirement home. The matrics who 
are bowing out now are: Alex Johannes and William 
Fourie. Thank you for your dedication and quiet 
leadership. Thank you also to Mrs Katia Sokolova 
and Mrs Elmarie van der Vyver for their dedication 
and patience in looking after these groups.

The Guitar Quartet continued their music-making 
activities even if the performances were limited. 
Thank you to Mr Abrie Jordaan for his guidance and 
expertise.

In many ways 2010 was the year of the choir and 
even though there will be a separate choir report, I 
must pay public tribute to Mr Michael Barrett and 
the boys of the choir. All their efforts culminated in 
the international tour referred to earlier. The choir 
participated in the Twelfth International Folksong 
Festival held in Barcelona in September. They won 
their category, obtained 94%, a gold medal and came 
second in the overall competition. What a fantastic 
achievement! Congratulations to the choir and 
Mr Barrett. At a later stage in the year, Mr Barrett 
decided to leave PBHS in pursuit of his choral 
conducting studies and exclusive conducting career. 
We wish him well in this noble venture and would 
like to thank him for the time, effort and energy he 
poured into the PBHS Choir. His enthusiasm for 
choral matters will be missed.

Front Row L–R: A Retief, M Bain.
Back Row L–R: J Lu, Mr M Lombard, J Gous.

Saxophone Quartet
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Senior String Quartet

Front Row L–R: A Johannes, J Cowie, Y Park, J Gous

The music department uses the Royal Schools’ 
examinations as an independent, quality control 
mechanism. This strategy has served us well over 
the last twenty years and we will continue to use it. 
All the examinations taken are entirely voluntary 
and marks obtained are not used for school 
purposes. We do, however, link the “excellence” 
aspect of our colours system to the Grade VII and 
VIII levels. This year we entered thirty-fi ve boys 
for the Grade V Theory Exam. The results are as 
follows: Twenty-one boys wrote the examination, 
eight passed with merit (above 70%), eight passed 
(above 66%) and fi ve failed (below 66%). The top 
student was Adrian Koessler, closely followed by 

Phillip Roux, Jay Cowie and Ethanne Soar and Paul 
Wombo.

As far as the practical examinations are 
concerned, the fi fty-fi ve boys were entered at 
various levels in May and October. The pass mark 
is 66% and there were only two failures. Fifteen 
boys played the Grade VIII examination. They 
are: Harris Fong (Double Bass), Tim Wolff-Piggott 
(Piano), Julien Lume (Piano), André Retief (Tenor 
Saxophone), Ye-Chan Park (Viola), Ryan Kirsten 
(Guitar), Michael-John Anderson (Guitar), Jean 
du Preez (Trumpet), Molefe Choane (Trombone) 
Richard Oldnall (Percussion), James Gous (Alto 
Saxophone), Ronk Hwang (Piano).
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Music Colours at PBHS is a serious business and 
the Music department’s criteria ensure the highest 
standard of playing and endeavour. In order to 
achieve Half Colours (a green and white tie), a 
boy must pass a Grade VII practical examination 
on any instrument and give musical service to the 
music department and the school over a period of 
three years. This service can be in one activity for 
three years (e.g. orchestra or choir) or in a variety 
of activities over three years. In order to achieve 
Full Colours, a boy must play a Grade VIII practical 
examination and give four years of service to music. 
So a level of excellence is required and this excellence 

must be directed, in a sustained manner towards 
the school’s music activities. Fifteen boys received 
Half Colours this year and fourteen received Full 
Colours. The latter were: Harris Fong, Tim Wolff-
Piggott, Richard Kingon, Denzil de Klerk, Julien 
Lumé, André Retief, M J Anderson, Ryan Kirsten, 
Jean du Preez, Molefe Choane, Richard Oldnall, 
James Gous and Ronk Hwang. One boy, Ye-Chan 
Park received Honours. This is achieved by meeting 
the Full Colours criteria and achieving national 
distinction by winning a national competition or by 
being selected for the National Youth Orchestra.

Music Events
The music department, as usual, organised concerts 
at each form level. The matrics had no fewer than four 
concerts, the highlight of which was the Ensemble 
Concert which was held on 6 September 2010. To give 

an idea of the quality and extent of the music making, 
the programme is reprinted below. Congratulations 
to the boys for achieving a very high standard and 
playing with such conviction and abandon.

Choir

Front Row L–R: D Slogrove, R Hoekstra, K Nicolaides, C Voordendyk, G Moroeng, J Idowu, F Dilaphisho, K Motaung, T Tefo, S Kim, J 
Olusegun, G Sabeta.

Second Row L–R: J Beukes, L de Beer, R Qi.
Third Row L–R: I van der Vyver, F Bonafede, G Smuts, J Humphries, N Dlamini, L Mampe, R Chuene, T Semenya, D Mjo, N Lebakeng, K 

Gersteling,T Aphane, C Kinimi, D Thomas, D Sinovich. 
Fourth Row L–R: D van Dyk, A Horton, M Bond, M Sebokolodi, T Kau, K Konopi, B Harle, M Graham, K Kichenbrand, R Finlayson, T 

Mosuwe, A Nicolaides,L Swart, G Kirsten.
Back Row L–R: M Stanley, J-L van den Berg, G Hudson, C Robinson, J Mlangeni, A Malan, A Bernardi, S Anderson (Chairman), S Guldenpfennig, 

C Davis, M Cohen, M Oyedipe, Y Ngubegusha, N Fryer, R Joubert.
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The Form 3 and 4 classes had two concerts each and 
the Form 1 and 2 classes one each.
The music department also organised excursions 
to concerts in the Linder Auditorium and the State 
Theatre. These included performances by the JPO of the 
Symphony No. 5 by Tchaikovsky, the Symphony No. 4 
by Brahms, Symphony No. 5 by Beethoven and Opera 
Africa’s rendition of La Boheme by Puccini. The boys 
found these excursions most enjoyable and instructive.

The Café Concert was, once again, a highlight on the 
school calendar. The central dining room under the 
leadership of Steffani Krüger was responsible for 
the catering which was a huge success. The other 
thanks are listed with the programme. A special 
word of thanks to Natalie de Klerk who headed up 
the parents’ support group. We will not forget your 
kindness and hard work. The programme was as 
follows:
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Richard Kingon & David McDougall – Trumpet & 
Clarinet
Ockie Vermeulen – Organ
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba G F Handel
Mickail Bain & James Gous – Alto Saxophone & Cello
Mathilda Hornsveld – Piano
Fantasia no. 2 G P Telemann
Harris Fong, Mickail Bain, Justin Marsh & Richard 
Oldnall – Piano, Alto Saxophone, Double Bass & 
Drums 
Strange Meadow Lark D Brubeck
David McDougall & Richard Oldnall – Clarinet & 
Drumkit
Mathilda Hornsveld – Paino
Concerto for Clarinet A Shaw
Gaolese Moroeng & André Retief – Piano & Tenor 
Saxophone
In the Groove M Cornick
Brendon Harle & André Retief – Alto & Tenor 
Saxophone 
Mathilda Hornsveld – Piano
Pavane G Faure

Keith Kichenbrand & Ye-Chan Park – Clarinet & Viola
Yvonne Reyburn – Piano
Nachtgesang M Bruch
William Fourie & James Gerber – Cello & Piano
Elegy G Faure
Michael Graham, Freddie Boshoff, Timothy Wolff-
Piggott & Keith Kichenbrand – Voice & Clarinet
Yvonne Reyburn – Piano
Fear Not N van der Watt
Sean Massyn & Harris Fong – Trombone & Double 
Bass
Mathilda Hornsveld – Piano
Choral Variè R Boutry
Timothy Wolff-Piggott & Ivan Basson – Clarinet & 
Bassoon
Yvonne Reyburn – Piano
Trio Pathetique M Glinka
Ivan Basson, Denzil de Klerk, Timothy Wolff-Piggott & 
Keith Kichenbrand – Bassoon, French Horn, Clarinets
Duncan Reyburn – Flute
Yvonne Reyburn – Piano
Sextet: Divertissement & Finale Poulenc

Programme

Junior String Quartet

Front Row L–R: S Skosana, L de Villiers, J Freel, R Kirsten
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Music
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Wind Ensemble Jeff Cole
My Girl W Robinson arr. G Higgins
World in Union G Holst arr. J Cole
Mambo No. 5 D Prado att. J Bocook
Guitar Quartet Abri Jordaan
Allegro (London Trio) J Haydn
String Quartet Elmarie van der Vyver
Gloria A Vivaldi
Yesterday J Lennon and P McCartney
 arr. N van der Watt
Saxophone Quartet Matthew Lombard
Mister Sandman P Ballard arr. M Lombard
Sabre Dance A Khachaturian arr. M Lombard
Stand by me B King arr. M Lombard
Dixie Band Niel van der Watt
Aseraje Las Ketchup
 arr. N van der Watt
Moustache P Stone arr. P Lane
Punini N van der Watt
Tin Roof Blues L Rappolo arr. R Howard
Jazz Band Blue N la Rocca arr. L Gold

Choir Michael Barrett and Yvonne Reyburn
Fear Not N van der Watt
Clarinet: T Wolff-Piggott
Clarinet: K Kichenbrand
Remember When it Rained J Groban arr. M Barrett
Only You V Clarke arr. L Maierhofer
Tribute to MJ M Jackson arr. R Schmidt
Bass: H Fong
Drums: J-L van der Berg
Emakhayeni Traditional
Symphony Orchestra Niel van der Watt
Prelude G Young
Organ: O Vermeulen
Allegretto (Symphony No. 7) L von Beethoven
Viva la Vida Coldplay
Andante Cantabile (Symphony No. 5) P Tchaikovsky
Beatles Medley The Beatles arr. C Custer
Love Theme (The Godfather) C Reto
Organ: O Vermeulen  
(All other arrangements by Niel van der Watt)

Jungle Café – Programme

Brass Choir

Front Row L–R: D de Klerk, S Massyn, Mr O Vermeulen (Organist), R Kingon, R Scheepers.
Back Row L–R: R Hwang, J du Preez, M Choane, B Racionzer.

Dixie Band playing 
“Leaving School Blues” by 
Niel van der Watt. This is 
the last time they perform 
as the 2010 group in Final 
Assembly in the Abernethy 

Hall.
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The last big event of the year was the Four Schools’ 
Concert, this year hosted by PHSG at PBHS. In 
order to get the Four Schools’ Concert better rather 
than bigger, the committee decided to limit the 
participation of Orchestral players to Forms 3–5. 

The combined orchestra was still 113 strong but all 
agreed that the standard was signifi cantly improved. 
We hope to limit the choir members in a similar 
way next year. The combined programme was as 
follows:
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An die Musik
Individual items
Pretoria Boys High School
Pretoria Boys High School Choir
Conductor: Michael Barrett
Pianist: Yvonne Reyburn
Soloist: Geoffrey Smuts
Drumkit: Jan-Louis van den Berg
Sounds of Silence
Composer: Paul Simon
Arranger:  G Arch
Pretoria Boys High School Orchestra
Conductor: Niel van der Watt
Andante Cantabile
Composer: P I Tchaikovsky
Arranger: N van der Watt
Afrikaanse Hoër Seunskool
Afrikaans Hoër Seunskoolkoor
Dirigent: Hannelize du Plessis
Gloria!
Komponis: Carole Stephens
I Gotta Feeling
Komponis: Black Eyed Peas
Verwerker: E Clayton
Affies Konsertorkes
Dirigent: Floris Smith
Queen in Concert
Komponis: Brian May, John Deacon & Freddie Mercury
Afrikaanse Hoër Meisieskool
Afrikaanse Hoër Meisieskoolkoor
Dirigent:  Hannelize du Plessis
Een van de volgende:
Aizu Bandaizan Mangwane Mpulele
Komponis: Anoniem Tradisionele Sotho
 Verwerker: M Brewer
Shake Your Tail Feather
Komponiste: Otha Hayes, Verlie Rice & André Williams
Verwerker: E Clayton
Affies Simfonie Orkes
Dirigent: Eddie Clayton
High School Musical
Komponiste: 
 Jamie Houston, Matthew Gerrard & Robbie Nevil
Verwerker: Robert Longfield
Pretoria High School for Girls
Pretoria High School for Girls’ Orchestra
Conductor: Valerie Hohls

Fields of Gold Swan Lake 
Composer: Sting Composer: P I Tchaikovsky
Arranger: E Clayton
Pretoria High School for Girls; Choir
Conductor:  Michael Barrett
One of the following:
Dies Irae I Am Not Yours
Composer: Randall Stroope  Composer: David Childs
Mass items
Mass Orchestra
Extracts from the 'new World Symphony’
Composer:  A Dvorak
Arranger:  N van der Watt
Mass Choir and Orchestra
Jerusalem Holy City
Composer:  S Adams
Arranger:  E Clayton
Kaptein
Composer:  Kurt Darren
Arranger:  E Clayton
Easter Hymn
Composer:  P Mascagni
Arranger:  N van der Watt
Pata Pata
Composer:  Miriam Makeba
Arranger:  E Clayton
Holding out for a Hero
Composer:  J Steinman & D Pitchford
Arranger:  P van Zyl
Encore
Dedicated to Mrs 
Penny McNair, 
the 
Headmistress 
of
Pretoria High 
School for 
Girls

P van Zyl

Mrs 
air, 

s

h
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Competitions

Music
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Finally
The year 2010, as many before, was busy and 

productive. The music students (and the rest of 
the school) were exposed to numerous excellent 
music performances at the school, in Pretoria and 
Johannesburg and, in the case of the Choir and Dixie 
Band, in Barcelona, Paris and Istanbul. This is what 
we believe our music education is about: We expose 
the boys to as much music as possible so that they 
can learn to discern and develop good taste.

A word of welcome to our new headmaster. He 
has already been heavily involved in all our mad 

activities and with a son in the music department, 
is likely to remain involved. Thank you, sir, for 
attending our special Matric Ensemble Concert. 
You have no idea how much the boys and staff 
appreciated your presence.

As we fi nd ourselves exhausted at the end of the 
year, we can look back at amazing achievements 
and great relationships that were formed. Viva la 
musica!

Dr Niel van der Watt

Guitar Ensemble

Front Row: R Kirsten, W Fourie, L Parker, I Currie

A small number of boys participated in competitions 
this year. These were Julien Lume (in the Philip 
Moore Competition); and Philip Roux (fi rst place), 
Tuscan John (second place), Ryan Kirsten (fi rst 
place), Nicolaas Venter (second place) and William 

Fourie (second place) in the newly created Jacaranda 
City Classical Guitar Competition. Four boys, 
furthermore, will compete to join the National Youth 
Orchestra in December. They are, William Scott, 
James Gous, Ross McGregor and Ye-Chan Park.
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District Six – The Play
By David Kramer and Taliep Peterson

School Production
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ES My brief for the 2010 annual production was: Find a 
play where you can use as many boys as possible. I 
was on the phone with Dalro on a daily basis: “Find 
me a play!” I went through the Media Centre and I 
went through every possible bookstore looking for 
such a play. I personally would have loved to do a 
play like Athol Fugard’s “Master Harold and the 
Boys” or “Boesman and Lena” but these plays only 
have two or three characters in them. So, in the end 
I had to resort to the Kramer and Peterson play – 
minus the music. That was not an ideal situation but 
I was running out of time and inspiration and I so 
believe in the story of “District Six” that I thought, 
“let’s go for it”. We can still learn from this story. 
Don’t we regularly see evictions of communities 
on television news and the devastating effects they 
have on the people in these communities?

When I started auditioning I had no idea who 
or what I was going to get. The response was quite 
good and I was most surprised by the talent of the 
boys who turned up for these auditions! Boys I have 
never seen in my life auditioned like troopers and 
I thought, “where were you all my life?” The most 
diffi cult character to cast is that of “Nines”, the gang 
leader, and after quite a couple of promising readings, 
I approached Mikhail Bain, who had won Best Play 

and Best Actor awards at the Inter-House Play 
Festival and asked him to audition. After a couple of 
hmmms and “I don’t know. I am in matric. Music is 
one of my subjects and it takes up a lot of my time,” 
he agreed to audition and “A Star was born”! He 
didn’t perform “Nines” – he became “Nines”! What 
incredible joy it gave me to work with this boy! What 
talent! What attitude! And to top it all, he is such a 
handsome young man! Another great performance 
was given by the blind man, “Damaka”, the visionary 
and voice of the sixties, not only in the district but 
in South Africa. Geoffrey Smuts, who played the 
stunning narrator in “Joseph”, was the stunning 
Damaka in “District Six”. This is a boy whose talent 
just astonishes me every time I have the fortune to 
work with him! “Henry Afrika” was one of those 
“closet actor” cases. He arrived from nowhere and 
did an audition that blew my hair away. Kevin van 
Staden was so well prepared for this audition – one 
seldom sees that quality of audition preparation in 
the professional world. He never once disappointed 
in his performance and portrayed the poor hen-
pecked Henry with great aplomb! His over bearing 
loud wife, Hester – toothless and with hair curlers 
– was the talented young Gerhard Kirsten who gave 
such a heart breaking performance as the young 

1.  Damaka, the blind man, “sees” a distressing future ahead for “District Six” 
during a rehearsal.

2.   Co-director, Francois van Straten, giving notes to Pang played by Brendan Harle.
3.  Mrs Anli van Straten changing Brendan Harle into the Oriental man, Pang.
4.  Two excellent actors Geoffrey Smuts (Damaka) and Mickail Bain (Nines) having 

a serious discussion on the future of “District Six”.

1

2 3

4
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Paul Marais in “Somewhere on the Border” last 
year. He is another whose talent I so admire and 
respect. The “Afrika” daughter, Mary, was played 
by fi rst team rugby player, Donovan O’Grady. (We 
did an extract of the play during an assembly to 
promote the play. The actors were in costume and 
I will never forget the faces of the boys when their 
rugby hero walked in with a dress, wig, women’s 
shoes and pantihose AND walked and talked like 
a woman! It was quite a sight to see so many jaws 
drop to the fl oor!) He is a boy with a lot of talent who 
gave a beautiful performance as a young girl from 
the district. During one performance the O’Grady’s 
rocked up to see their baby brother perform. Sean, 
the oldest said: “What is this with the O’Grady 
brothers always playing women?” (Byron gave a 
stunning performance as the young Jewish lady in 
“Love, Crime and Johannesburg” a couple of years 
ago) It gave me great pleasure to remind him that 
he started the tradition when he chose to play the 
“mother duck” in “Animal Farm”! Another new 
comer was Cuan Humphries who acted the part 
of Cassiem with great charm and sensitivity! The 
“milky bar” in the play was the talented young 
Brendan Cox who played the English girl, Sandy, 

from London, visiting her grandfather in Cape 
Town. This was a beautiful performance in which 
quite a butch young man played a very sexy and 
femine young woman. “She” and Cassiem fall in 
love in the play and had to do a love scene which 
was an extremely diffi cult scene to plot. It had to 
be handled with great sensitivity as it was a very 
diffi cult scene for the two boys to do. But I think 
we all lived through the ordeal without too much 
damage done to their images and their emotional 
well-being. Luckily the scene was interrupted by a 
policeman – we all remember the” good old days” 
of the Immorality Act. Granddad, Mr Goldman, was 
played by yet another new comer, Melville Jacobs. 
He acted the part of the old record producer with 
lots of compassion and a great Yiddish accent. A 
further surprise was Connal Robinson who played 
the inspector, Mr Vosloo, in the safari suit with the 
row of ball point pens in his top pocket. He played 
the unsympathetic Vosloo with great conviction and 
a great Afrikaans accent. The darling of the play, 
“Broertjie”, was played by a Form 1, Kgosi Motshe. 
He was just so cute and I was quite surprised by the 
sensitivity with which he portrayed the distraught 
little boy in Damaka’s death scene. 
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1.  The “sexy boys”, dressed in their Klopse costumes, lining up for make-up before the Cape Carnival.
2.  Moffi e (Stephan Baggeröhr) and Nines (Mickail Bain) admiring the photos of “District Six” that Mr Goldman’s (Melville Jacobs) granddaughter 

sent him from London.
3.  The hilarious Hestertjie Raasbek (Gerhard Kirsten) cleaning house.

1

2 3
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School Production
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A cameo performance by “old hand” Connor 

Davis as the cross dresser and night club owner 
Sophia, was not only convincing – who will forget 
his mimed performance of “Diamonds are a Girl’s 
Best Friend”? – but he looked like a million dollars. 
I am sure many a boy in the audience was a bit 
disappointed that Connor was a boy and many a 
girl wished that she had “her” body and looks! Old 
hand, Brendan Harle played the tailor, Pang. I often 
tell the boys in drama class or during rehearsals that 
there is no such thing as a small role, only small 
actors. Brendan Harle is living proof of that – a 
small part but a lovely performance! The cameo role 
of “Moffi e” the barber was performed by Stephan 
Baggeröhr. And was he camp! 

I announced in the hall that I would need some 
extras and some “Sexy boys”. Of course everybody 
wanted to be a sexy boy – talk of delusions of 
grandeur! I could accommodate only about six 
sexy boys and the rest had to be sailors, prostitutes, 
street sweepers and so on. This was not met with 

great enthusiasm, so much so that during one of 
our fi rst rehearsals with the extras hardly anyone 
turned up. I was at loss for words and then one of 
my “sexy” boys, the big strong Richmond Collins, 
got up and said: “Ma’am, are you looking for extras? 
Give me a minute.” He walked over to Rissik House 
and 5 minutes later returned with about eleven 
extras. One of my School House “sexy” boys also 
disappeared and returned ten minutes later with 
about another twelve extras. So the rehearsal could 
start and these extras stayed until the last curtain 
call! The wonderful Francois van Straten was not 
the assistant director for “District Six” but the co-
director as well as the choreographer. All I can say 
about Francois’ work is “incredible”! Remember his 
name – you will hear it mentioned in future in the 
professional theatre in South Africa – or overseas! 
What started off as a bit of a drag ended a very an 
enjoyable experience!

Amanda van Zyl

District Six
by David Kramer and Taliep Peterson
Director Amanda van Zyl 
Assistant Francois van Straten
Choreographer Francois van Straten
Décor Mathilda Hornsveld
Backdrop Art Department
Make-up Anli van Straten and the Boys High teachers
Box Office Daan van Heerden 
 Craig Stephens
Refreshments Caren Venn and the Boys High parents
Cast
In order of appearance
Henry Kevin van Staden
Galiema Michael Bond
Mr Goldman Melville Jacobs
Nines Mickail Bain
Mary Donovan O’Grady
Pang Brendan Harle
Hester Gerhard Kirsten
Damaka Geoffrey Smuts
Broertjie Kgosi Moatshe
Mr Vosloo Connal Robinson
Cassiem Cuan Humphries
Sandy Brendan Cox
Sophia Connor Davis
Archie Stephan Baggeröhr
Sexy Boys Richmond Collins
 Adam Nunn
 Gareth Hudson
 Liam Andrews
 Robert Harrington-Johnson

 John Brown
Hawker Matthew Schiff
Sailors Dominic Moralee
 David Clark
 Kieran Golden
Pimp Orrin Palmer
Prostitutes Robert Els
 Tlhogi Mosuwe
Policeman Liam Andrews
Flower seller Ale Malan
 Matthew Wood
 Matthew Baker
Boys Jason Penny
 Matthew Esteves
Barber’s Client Nathan Smith
Handyman Jason Chamberlain 
“Bergie” Wayne Eve
Bouncer Daniel Sixel
Street Sweeper Garth Welman
Musicians
Trumpet Richard Kingon
Bagpipes Matthew Lawther
Technical
Technical Support Team
Back Stage
Jordan Frans
Stephen Robinson
Rijn Hartman
Fred Dilapisho
Sinclair Rencken
Keiran Kruger
Daniël Taverner

Programme
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1.  Sandy, the photography student from London, beautifully acted by 
Brendan Cox, having a chat with Jewish grandfather, Mr Goldman 
(Melville Jacobs).

2.   The “grey” family of “District Six” during happier days.
3.  Cross dresser and night club owner, Sophia (Connor Davis) 

entertaining her customers with “Diamonds are a Girl’s Best 
Friend”.

4.  Part of the close knit family with Hester Afrika showing off her 
passion gap.

5.  Early days in “District Six”, the company opening the show with 
song, dance and joy.

6.  Henry Afrika (Kevin van Staden) in a tight spot with government 
inspector, Mr Vosloo (Connal Robinson).

7.  A very distressed looking director surrounded by costumes and 
props.

1
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One Act Play Festival
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Inter-house Play Festival Programme

Abernethy
LA VENGEANCE by Mickail Bain
Director Mickail Bain
Cast
Tino Tony Bryant
Narrator Timothy Wolff-Piggott
Craig Mickail Bain
Dad Enrique du Preez
Mom Mark Stanley
Policeman 1 Daniel van der Merwe
Policeman 2 Duncan Thomas
Prostitute Heinrich Olmesdahl
Mobster 1 Duan Swart
Mobster 2 Enrique du Preez
Mobster 3 David McDougall
Mobster 4 Jario da Conceicaö
James Carlos Williams
Erika Heinrich Olmesdahl
Xtras
Civilian Berto Schoeman
Street Vendors Lizo Masters
Technical Staff
Sound Bill Badi
Lights Kyle Dodds
Stage Manager Gustav Swart
Arcadia
MRS BIXBY AND THE COLONEL’S COAT by Roald Dahl
Adapted by Neill Barnardt
Director Neill Barnardt
Company Manager Krati Bogiages
Cast 
Mr Bixby Mike Mpanya
Narrator Neill Barnardt
Mrs Bixby Connor Davis
Ms Pulteney Luke Nienaber
Colonel Mitchell Black
Pawn Shop Dealer Johan Young
Teenage Boy 1 Brandon van Veenhuyzen
Teenage Boy 2 Imtiaz Salie
Depressed Man Anthony Bakker
Evil woman Kimon Nicolaides
Patient Ari Nicolaides
Technical Staff
Geor Schulze Damien Brown
Taki Bogiages
Armstrong
BOYS HIGH CONFIDENTIAL by Michael Graham
Directors Michael Graham
 Brendon Harle
Cast
Cunningham James Noonan
Jacques Michael Graham
Sipho Chuma Petros
Bongani Kgosi Mabilo
Philemon Tendani Mokhoka
Barmy Evan Shuttleworth

The H Sheldon Peters
Smith Ivan Basson
Deer Stephan Dreyer
Mullet Brendan Harle
Flash Mike Light
Magriet Sean Tucker
Xtras
Prop Devon Duckitt
Skivs Form 1s
Other Boys High boys Glen Clark
 Jason Smith
Prefect Leslie Nteta
Hofmeyr
GOING UP? by Ivan Liebenberg
Director Ivan Liebenberg
Co-Director Lushan Chokalingham
Cast
Constance-tine Lushan Chokalingham
Blapsie Ivan Liebenberg
Britney Edwin Greyling
Katie Michael Oyedipe
Retief De Wet Taljaard
Provesh Kyle Krishnan
Xtras
Ale Malan Justin Schutte
Louis Buys Gideon van den Berg
Zigi Maepa Shalen Moopanar
Hieronymus Crouse Keelan Krishnan
Damien Claassen
Technical Staff 
Sound Paul van den Berg
Stage Manager Ali Nkgoeng
Matheson House
WIT AND CHARM by Brendan Cox
Directors Steph Kellaris
Cast
Narrator Wihan Horn
Pete Calvin Harris
Joe John Mouton
Girl 1 Emilio Forero
Tubby Girl Kyle Baker
Girl 3 Nkosinathi Dlamini
Token Black Guy TK Maubane
Le Coq Steph Kellaris
Brad Brendon Cox
Amanda Gerhard Kirsten
Guru Servant Cameron Singh
Michael Jackson Freddie Boshoff
Guru Jonka Aqil Jeenah
Tiger Woods Kenneth Maumela
Mrs Woods Curtis Cornwall
Xtras
Tree Matthias Niebuhr
Bush 1 Jason Theunissen
Bush 2 Tim Barlin
Girl Grant Kingon
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ESInvis Boy Christiaan van der Merwe

Matheson Form 1s
Rissik house
A MODERN DAY SCOTTISH PLAY by Greg Lavagna
Based on William Shakespeare’s Macbeth
Directors Greg Lavagna
 Richard Pentz
Cast
Witch 1 John-Brown Mlangeni
Witch 2 Michael Bond
Witch 3 Gaolese Moroeng
Maczeff Donovan O’Grady
Bongani Nyakallo Lebakeng
King Drunkard Sean Cheadle
Lady Maczeff Richard Pentz
Doorman Michael Truebody
Duffman Mcgyver Matatiele
Milton Kevin Wylie
Assassin Max von Johannides
Xtras
King’s servant Anthony Smith
Nobles Richard-John Haagner
 Jordan LeppanJosh Nel
 Ben Rath 
 David Clark
Soldiers Ethan van der Walt
 Katlego Maake
 Given Manzini
 Warwick Zimmer
 Sean van Niekerk
 Wonder Machete
 Jason Chamberlain
Technical Staff  
Donovan Strydom
School House
REINVENTING THE TEMPEST by Loradana Spagni
Director Simon Erlich
Cast
Novak Connor Gallagher
Smith Kirk Harrower
Lawrence Vincent Ramantsima
Witherspoon/Prospero Richard Howland
Jones/Miranda Ryan Dewes
Nelly/Ferdinand Katleho Makhubela 
S Meagal/Caliban Liam Andrews
Narrator Steven Schnetler
Bruiser David Fisher
Xtras Mitch Harris
 Callan Bartlett
 Matthew Eales
Solomon 
A DOLLAR by David Pinsky
Directed by James Orr and Steven Strange
Director Geoffrey Smuts
Cast
Comedian Geoffrey Smuts
Villain Michael Elliot-Murray
Priest Keamo Konopi

Old Man Michael McLaggan
Stoner Nick Fourie
Girl Tyrone Sanders
Old Woman Jason Tunnel
Stranger Dean Jacobs
Technical Staff  
Nathan Fryer Kyle Pastor
 Tyrone Marais
Sunnyside
THE GATEAU FROM THE CHATEAU by Andrew Lloyd and 
Mark Fisher 
Adapted by Rowan Nel and Neil van Bergen
Directors Rowan Nel
 Neil van Bergen
Cast
Colonel von Strohm Murray von Maltitz
Helga Robbie Beckwith
Hans Reynecke Swanepoel
General von Klinkerhoffen Tumelo Masihleho
Herr Flick Ryan Bosman
René Neil van Bergen
Yvette Matthew Byrch
Edith Rowan Nel
Maria Yeh Chan Park
Michelle of the Resistance Duane van Wyk
Captain Berterelli Dean Christian
Monsieur le Clair Ryan Venn
Henriette the Delivery Girl Dylan Slogrove
Technical Staff Mark Christian
 Stephen Anderson
 Dylan Slogrove
Town
THE MALAMBONE TREE by Ina Lawson
Adapted by Francois van Straten
Director Francois van Straten
Choreographer Odi Legari
 Dirang Setshogoe
African Drummer William Fourie
Costume and Propsdesigned and made by 
 Francois van Straten
Cast in order of appearance
Wiseman Alessio Perotti
King Makuya Simnikiwe Ngelanga
Dedeya Costa Ellinas
Salani Francesco Prelorenzo
Papa Daniel Esterhuizen
Mongoma Achuma Ngelanga
Malambone Tree Guardian Odi Legari
Gumboot Dancers Dirang Setshogoe
 Warren Davison
 James Joubert
 Dylan Thomson
 Peter Roos
 Kamogelo Kekana
 Damien Sinovich
 Charl Reyneke
 Waheed du Pont
 Quinton McDonald
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1.  The cast of the Malbone Tree (Town House) after make-up was completed.
2.  Craig (Mikhail Bain) heartbroken over his mom’s (Mark Stanley) life 

of abuse at the hands of his father in “La Vengeance”.
3.  The priest (Keamo Konopi) in apparent in despair over the greed of his 

fellow travellers in “A Dollar”. 
4.  Mrs Prinsen embracing another two beautiful ‘girls’ in the make-up room.
5. A scene in a night club from “Wit and Charm”.
6.  Mullet (Brendan Harle) contemplating the seriousness of Affi es spies 

at Boys High in “Boys High Confi dential” by Armstrong.  
7.  A very proud Amanda van Zyl with Francois van Straten from Town 

House who walked away with Best Visual Production, the Arts and 
Culture Award and Best Director

8.  Little Form 1, Barmy (Evan Shuttleworth), being instructed by 
Jacques (Michael Graham), Form 5 on how to be a good Boys High boy 
in Armstrong House’s “Boys High Confi dential”.

9.  Barmy (Evan Shuttleworth) having a desperate moment with Mullet 
(Brendan Harle) while the ‘Form 5s’ look on with amusement.

10. The outrageous cast of Matheson House play, “Wit and Charm”.

1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10
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11.  Mongoma (Achuma Ngelang), the guardian 
of the tree (Odi Legari) and African drummer 
(William Fourie) surrounded by the rest of 
the “Malombone Tree” by Town House.

12.  Salani (Francesco Prelorenzo) listening 
to the advice from Papa (Daniel 
Esterhuizen) before he leaves in search of the 
“Malambone Tree”.

13.  Nyakallo Lebakeng as Bongani (or as 
Banquo for those who know Shakespeare’s 
“Macbeth”) for Rissik House.

14.  A light moment with the Comedian 
(Geoffrey Smuts) in “A Dollar” by Solomon 
House.

15.  An acrobatic performance by Smeagal (Liam 
Andrews) in School House’s “Re-inventing 
the Tempest”.

16.  The cast of the winning production “La 
Vengeance” by Abernethy House posing for 
a group photo with director, writer and Best 
Actor, Mickail Bain, in the centre, on one of 
the cast’s lap.

11

12 13 14 15
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2010 was an exciting yet tough year for the band. 
Winning the Novice Juvenile in 2009 meant that we 
were promoted to the Juvenile section of competition, 
which presents itself with more technical 
requirements with regard to the music that has to 
be learned and performed. The two competition 
sets, the medley and the march, strathspey and 
reel, were chosen in late 2009, and the boys started 
practising almost immediately. Both sets were of 
an extremely high standard, with a good mixture 
between technicality and melody. We enjoyed a 
great trip down to Amanzimtoti, which is always 
the highlight of the season, and did really well at 
the South Coast Gathering. The weather was good 
and we managed to utilise the beach on a couple of 
occasions. The Boys High Gathering was the next 
championship gathering on the roster and was held 
on 29 May. I would like to convey my many thanks 
to the parents and stakeholders who played a part in 
making the day such a wonderful success – without 
you a day of this magnitude would not be possible. 
The season ended in Benoni where we took second 
place overall for the entire season. The boys worked 
extremely hard during 2010, and are focussing to 
win the Novice Juvenile in 2011. I would like to 
thank the boys and their families for all their time 
and effort throughout the year.

I would also like to say goodbye to the four 
most senior boys of the band; Gareth Cronje, Segun 
Ogunbanjo, Kholofelo Rantloane and Freddie 
Boshoff. It’s always unfortunate to lose such a wealth 
of experience in one go, and these four have certainly 
made their mark and lead from the front. I wish them 
all the best for the future and hope that they will not 
be lost to the pipe band fraternity forever. 
Band tutor: A. Nixon
Drum tutor: C. Tarboton

Learner tutor: M. Wesigye
Summary of results for 2010:
• Pipe corps won medley selection at PBHS 

Gathering and De la Salle Gathering.
• Drum corps won MSR and overall at Jeppe 

Gathering.
• Bass section won medley selection at SCG.
• Drum corps won MSR, selection and overall at 

Lyttleton Manor Gathering.
• Bass section won selection at Lyttleton Manor 

Gathering.

R. Blackmore

Half Colours
Segun Ogunbanjo (re-award)
Matthew Lawther (re-award)
Banele Mkwanazi (re-award)
Kholofelo Rantloane (re-award)

Full Colours
Gareth Cronje (re-award)
Freddie Boshoff (re-award)

Pipe Band Awards
Pipers Effi ciency Trophy 
Matthew Lawther 
Drummers Effi ciency Trophy   
Segun Ogunbanjo
South African Scottish Skean Dhu  
Berto Schoeman
(Most improved piper)
Winterbottom Memorial Dirk   
Banele Mkwanazi (Most improved drummer)
Paula Whitehead Cup    
Gareth Cronje (Most dedicated bandsman) 

Bandmaster, Rob Blackmore during a solo at 
the Headmaster’s welcoming ceremony.

Pipe Major, Matthew Lawther leading the 
way at the Headmaster’s parade.

Take the lead from the Pipe Major.
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Front Row L– R: G Smuts (Drum Major); M Lawther (Pipe Major); R Blackmore (Master-in-Charge); G. Cronje (Head Drummer); F Boshoff 
(Drum Sergeant); A Nixon (Piping Tutor).

Back Row L–R: B Schoeman (Piper); S Oganbanjo (Drummer); K Rantloane (Drummer); B Mkwanazi (Drummer); B Nixon (Piper).

Pipe Band

1. Walking off at the Boys High gathering
2.   The Band in full swing at the annual display and awards ceremony.
3.  The pipes and drums giving International Day a bit of class.
4.  Practising at Amanzimtoti.
5.  The Pipe band competing at Amanzimtot
6. Getting ready for the fi rst championship gathering.

1 2

3 4 5
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2010 was an exceptional year for South Africa and 
such was the case for the Gumboot Dancers too. 
The Gumboot Dancers of this year were amongst 
the best Boys High has ever had. New moves were 
introduced regularly by the creative minds of TK 
Maubane, Matome Chauke and myself (Tumisang 
Sithole). Ezekiel Segole also created moves which 
were rather similar to military skills. The uniqueness 
of our performances lies in the spontaneous remarks 
and spectator involvement during our routine.

The veteran performers were quickly matched by 
the juniors during the course of the year, multiplying 
the energy on stage. Our act was comprised of 
modern, old school and traditional gumboot dancing 
moves. The likes of Neo Yende and Tendani Mokhoka 
pleased the crowds with their humorous comments. 
Other members included: Odi Legari, Sydney Moagi, 
Thabang Semenya, Tiego Chauke, Katlego Bambo, 
Thembisile Mngadi , Mxolisi Masilela, Simphiwe 
Mthembu, Alex Menu, Dithariso Diholo, Maleka 
Malapile, Naledi Leeka and Sydney Skhosana, and 
of course, Tumelo ‘Double-Acts’ Mathulwe who 
coined our slogan, “Our Time is Now”!

We performed at the annual New Parents’ Braai, 
a Friday Assembly, the annual Cansa Shavathon, 
a conference at the University of Pretoria, an RCL 
Assembly and the Spring Fair at Girls High, the 

Tshwane Youth Arts Festival, Mr Reeler’s welcoming, 
International Day and at an Art Exhibition at the 
Greek Hall. At some of these performances we 
collaborated with the Pipe Band drummers.

We had a Gumboot Dancers braai simultaneously 
with the Senior Inter-House soccer tournament 
which inevitably brought the team together.

The team was led by old boy, Matthew Clowes, 
who put us in our place if we put a ‘boot’ wrong. 

A special thank you goes to our master-in-charge, 
Mrs Prinsen, who guided us and gave up her time 
during our evening performances. I hope that the 
Gumboot Dancers at Boys High will continue to 
fl ourish under the leadership of chairman, Tiego 
Chauke and deputy, Matome Chauke.

“Our Time is Now!”

Tumisang Sithole
Chairman

Full Colours
Tumisang Sithole and TK Maubane

Half Colours
Ezekiel Segole, Thembisile Mngadi, Tiego 
Chauke, Matome Chauke

Gumboot Dancers

Front Row L–R: S Moagi, E Segole, T Maubane (Vice-Chairman), T Sithole (Chairman), T Mathulwe, T Mokhoka, T Semenya.
Second Row L–R: S Skhosana, M Malapile, M Masilela, S Mthembu, J Machaba, N Leeka, D Diholo.

Back Row L–R: Mrs M Prinsen (Teacher-in-Charge), T Mngadi, M Chauke, K Konopi, T Chauke.
Absent: N Yende, K Bambo, O Legari, M Clowes (Coach).
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International Day: Back: Tiego Chauke, Mxolisi Masilela, Naledi Leeka, Dithoriso Diholo, Alex Menu, Ofentse Mfete
Front: Scarra (Tumisang Sithole)
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